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Abstract 

 

The total amount of global information to be stored and computed is increasing 

exponentially since the beginning of the 21st century. The semiconductor industry made 

great efforts to push the silicon-based integrated circuits (ICs) to follow Moore’s Law to 

achieve better performance and meet the requirements. However, the basic element of the 

modern ICs, the transistor, is approaching its physical limitation of further scaling down. 

There are two main solutions are proposed to solve these problems. One is “More than 

Moore” by replacing the transistor with a new electronic device, for example, a 

memristor. The other one is “More Moore” by introducing two-dimensional (2D) 

materials into the transistor structure. Compared to transistors, memristors are 

competitive with simpler device structure, scalability, and three-dimensional stackability. 

2D materials have been included in the technology progression plan in the International 

Roadmap for Device and Systems (IRDS). 

In this PhD thesis, I combined the advantages of both memristor and 2D materials 

and carried out a deep study on 2D materials-based memristors, especially using a 2D 

insulator hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) as the resistive switching medium. I fabricated 

h-BN based memristors with van der Waals structure and demonstrated that the device 

has the capability of stable and highly controllable tristate operation by controlling the 

current compliance (CC) and reset voltage (VRESET). I integrated the h-BN based 

memristor with a commercial complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) 

circuit, and h-BN memristors with a size of 0.053 µm2 have been achieved. The 

formed one transistor one memristor (1T1M) cell can show high endurance (millions of 

cycles), multistate switching, and synaptic behaviour like 

spike-time-dependent-plasticity (STDP), which are useful for implementing a spiking 
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neural network (SNN). The circuit based on two 1T1M cells can also show matrix 

operations like OR and IMP logic. Apart from the 2D materials-based memristor, I also 

conducted several experiments based on the metal-oxide memristor for comparison.  

Our study is an important step toward the 2D materials-based memristor, and its 

successful integration into silicon-based ICs could inspire other scientists to study 2D 

materials-based devices integrated into a real microchip with functional circuitry. 
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Abstract in official language 

 

La cantidad total de información que se almacena y calcula a nivel global está 

aumentando exponencialmente desde principios del siglo XXI. La industria de los 

semiconductores esta haciendo grandes esfuerzos para impulsar los circuitos integrados 

(CI) basados en silicio para cumplir la Ley de Moore logrando un mejor rendimiento y a 

la vez que cumple con los requisitos. Sin embargo, el elemento básico de los circuitos 

integrados modernos, el transistor, se está acercando a su limitación física de reducción 

de tamaño. Se han propuesto dos soluciones principalmente para resolver estos 

problemas. La primera es la llamada "More than Moore" que se basa en reemplazar el 

transistor con un nuevo dispositivo electrónico, por ejemplo, un memristor. El segunda es 

la conocida como "More Moore" mediante la introducción de materiales bidimensionales 

(2D) en la estructura del transistor. En comparación con los transistores, los memristores 

son competitivos con una estructura de dispositivo más simple, escalabilidad y capacidad 

de apilamiento tridimensional. Los materiales 2D se han incluido en el plan de progreso 

tecnológico en la Hoja de ruta internacional para dispositivos y sistemas (IRDS). 

En esta tesis doctoral, combiné las ventajas de los memristores con los materiales 

2D y realicé un estudio profundo sobre los memristores basados en materiales 2D. 

Concretamente, he usado el nitruro de boro hexagonal (h-BN) fabricado mediante 

Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) como medio de conmutación resistiva. Fabriqué 

memristores basados en h-BN con estructura de van der Waals y demostré que el 

dispositivo tiene la capacidad de operar en tres estados estables y altamente controlables 

mediante el control de la corriente límite (CC) y el voltaje de reset (VRESET). Integré este 

memristor basado en h-BN con un circuito comercial CMOS logrando memristores h-BN 

con un área de 0,053 µm2. La celda formada por un transistor y un memristor (1T1M) 
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puede mostrar alta durabilidad (millones de ciclos), conmutación multi-estado, 

coexistencia de conmutación volátil y no volátil y comportamiento sináptico como 

spike-time-dependent-plasticity (STDP), que son útiles para implementar la red neuronal 

de impulsos (SNN). El transistor en serie con el memristor puede suprimir efectivamente 

las corriente parásitas. Además, los circuitos memristivos basados en dos celdas 1T1M 

también puede mostrar operaciones matriciales como las operaciones lógicas OR e IMP. 

Además del memristor basado en materiales 2D, también realicé varios experimentos 

usando memristors basados en óxidos metálicos comparar. 

Nuestro estudio es un paso importante hacia el memristor basado en materiales 2D, 

y su integración exitosa en circuitos integrados de silicio. Esto podría inspirar a otros 

científicos a estudiar dispositivos basados en materiales 2D integrados en un microchip 

real con circuitos funcionales. 
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HAADF: high-angle annular dark-field 

STEM: scanning transmission electron microscope 

VG: gate voltage 
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Chapter 1:  

Dissertation summary 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

With the rise of technologies such as big data, cloud computing and the Internet of 

Things (IoT), the total amount of global information has increased exponentially since 

the beginning of the 21st century, and most of the information is stored in the form of 

digital data (the records show that 94% of the stored information is digital information) 

(Figure 1.1a) [1]. The International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts that the global data 

will grow from 33 Zettabytes in 2018 to 175 Zettabytes by 2025 (Figure 1.1b) [2]. A 

huge amount is predicted in 2018 before the COVID-19 pandemic, while the number 

should be much bigger with the extensive application of online courses and cloud 

offices. For example, Zoom, a multi-end cloud video conference software, experienced 

exponential growth (Figure 1.1c) [3]. Nowadays most of the digital data are in the form 

of pictures, videos, movies, and data streaming, where special attention is needed. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Extensive demand for digital information storage in the world market 
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Integrated circuits (ICs) have enabled the development of electronic systems 

capable of performing complex operations quickly (~0.1 ns per operation) and 

efficiently (~1 pJ per operation) [4]. The term IC refers to the monolithic electrical 

connection of two or more discrete electronic devices to create functionalities superior 

to those of individual devices. The first ICs were developed in the late 1950s and 

included transistors, resistors and capacitors made of different materials: germanium 

(Ge) or silicon (Si) for the body of the transistors, silicon dioxide (SiO2) for the 

dielectric of the capacitors and transistor gates, aluminium (Al) for the electrodes and 

gold (Au) for the interconnections [5–7]. Today, ICs are often referred to as silicon 

technology, but they contain hundreds of materials, all of which have controlled 

morphologies and specific properties. 

With the establishment of ICs, both industry and academia are working hard to 

“cramming more components onto integrated circuits” to get a more powerful computer. 

On the large scale, the development of ICs follows Moore’s Law predicted by Gordon E. 

Moore in 1965 [8-9]. The number of transistors on microchips doubles every two years, 

as shown in Figure 1.2. With chip size staying the same, it means the size of the 

transistor should be scaled down. State-of-the-art ICs for data computation and storage 

are made from ~11.8 billion FinFETs from the 5-nm node, reaching an integration 

density of 1.34 × 108 transistors per mm2 [10].  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Moore’s Law: number of transistors on microchips doubles every two years 
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In the microscopic view, the scaling down of the basic component of IC, the 

transistor, should follow Dennard’s Law [11]. A transistor is a three-terminal device 

with gate voltage controlling the current flow between the drain and the source. 

Dennard’s Law states the rule of how to design the scaled-down transistor structure with 

parameters like the length and width of channel and voltage applied, and evaluate the 

speed, power consumption and cost. For example, the electric field will stay still, while 

the operation voltage is scaled simultaneously with the scaled dimension. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Dennard’s Law illustrating transistor scaling with a value of 5 

 

Since the 1990s, the semiconductor industry has issued roadmaps for the 

development of semiconductor technology every two years to coordinate hundreds of 

research groups, manufacturers and suppliers to meet Moore's law. For example, high 

dielectric constant (high-k) gate dielectrics, strained silicon, FinFET and the metal gate 

have been introduced to help extend the technology node to 5 nm [4]. However, the 

feature size miniaturization of transistors based on electron mechanism is gradually 

moving towards the limit of physical size. Current leakage in the vertical direction 

across the dielectrics and the cross-talk in the horizontal direction and heat between 

adjacent devices are unavoidable for smaller devices with thinner dielectrics and higher 

device density. Also, the short-channel effect and thermal death caused by 

miniaturization are more difficult. The final result is that under the influence of the 

triple factors of performance, power consumption and cost, researchers have changed 

their research focus to develop new electronic devices based on different storage 

mechanisms to replace the traditional three-terminal transistors and introduce novel 

materials in the transistor. 
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1.2 Main contribution of the thesis 

 

1.2.1 Objectives of the Thesis 

 

This thesis mainly focuses on the design, fabrication, characterization and 

optimization of h-BN based memristors, with the main goal of achieving a circuit-level 

integration with the mature Si-based CMOS technology. The h-BN based memristive 

circuit should have improved performance compared to a single device and should show 

circuit-level operation between two or more operation cells. 

To achieve the main goal, the task can be divided into three main objectives:  

1) Design and fabricate the competitive h-BN based memristors. It is worth 

noting that, to achieve a circuit-level integration, all the fabrication methods 

involved should be scalable. Optimization methods including different 

metallic electrode combinations and deposition methods, graphene insertion, 

wet transfer of 2D materials, and 1T1M cell structure should be implemented. 

2) Characterize h-BN based memristors in both structure and electrical 

performance. The correct layer structure of 2D materials and device structure 

should be carefully examined by cross-sectional TEM. Raman spectrum is an 

optional method to statistically analyse 2D materials. Memristors with device 

area smaller than 0.1 µm2, endurance more than 1×106, operation speed faster 

than 10 MHz (100 ns), and switching energy less than 0.1 pJ are 

recommended. Device-to-device variability should be analysed. Synaptic 

behaviour like spike-time-dependent-plasticity (STDP), multilevel, and both 

volatile and non-volatile switching capability should be explored. 

3) Understand the switching mechanism of the h-BN based memristor for further 

optimization. Conductive AFM should be used to study the h-BN locally with 

a nanometer scale. Different scale simulations should be developed from 

material level, device level to circuit level. 

4) Integrate the h-BN based memristor with the CMOS circuit. Matrix operations 

are expected to see, including the vector-matrix multiplication and logic OR 

and IMP. The more advanced function with more operation cells should be 

simulated including spiking neural network (SNN).  
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1.2.2 Key findings 

 

I would like to draw attention to the main contributions of this work and the 

importance can be stated because of the following reasons:  

We present the first 2D material-based memristors that exhibit three stable and 

well-distinguishable resistive states. By using a multilayer h-BN stack sandwiched by 

multilayer graphene electrodes, we fabricate 5 μm × 5 μm cross-point 

Au/Ti/Graphene/h-BN/Graphene/Au memristors that can switch between each two or 

three resistive states, depending on the current limitation and reset voltage used 

We present an industry-compatible approach to fabricate high-performance 

CMOS/2D materials hybrid microchips. We observe that the CMOS transistors provide 

outstanding control over the currents flowing across the h-BN memristors and 

remarkably increase their performance. We present the longest endurance and best 

conductance controllability ever reported for any 2D materials based memristor. The 

hybrid CMOS/2D materials one-transistor-one-memristor cells also exhibit 

spike-timing-dependent plasticity, which is suitable for the implementation of spiking 

neural networks with high accuracy and low power consumption during image 

classification.  

We present the first fabrication of memristors that are initially in a low resistive 

state, which exhibit homogenous initial resistance and switching voltages. When used as 

electronic synapses in a neuromorphic system to classify images from the CIFAR-10 

dataset, the memristors offer 1.83 better throughputs per area and consume 0.85 less 

energy than standard memristors (i.e., with the necessity of forming), which stems from 

63% better density and 17% faster operation. It is demonstrated in the results that tuning 

the local properties of materials embedded in memristive electronic synapses is an 

attractive strategy that can lead to improved neuromorphic performance at the system 

level. 

 

Metal oxide-based memristors are fabricated as comparison samples. Failure 

experiences are shared and suggestions are provided. 
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1.2.3 Thesis Outline 

 

The thesis is divided into five chapters: Chapter 1 provides the dissertation 

overview and introduces the most relevant aspects of the thesis. Chapter 2 provides 

background information on 2D materials based memristor. Chapter 3 focuses on the 

fabrication and characterization of Au/Ti/Graphene/h-BN/Graphene/Au memristors 

with the tristate operation. Chapter 4 focuses on the integration of two-dimensional 

layered materials at the back-end-of-line of silicon microchips for high-performance 

memristive circuits. Chapter 5 focuses on the fabrication and characterization of 

memristors with an initial low-resistive state for efficient neuromorphic systems. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the main results of this thesis, as well as the conclusions that are 

drawn from the research. 

 

1.3 List of publications 

 

Only the publications included below shall be considered for the evaluation of 

this PhD Dissertation. A reproduction of each publication can be found on the indicated 

pages below. A complete list of the author’s publications (updated on September 29th 

2022) is included in the scientific curriculum vitae (Appendix A). 
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Chapter 2: Two-dimensional materials based 

memristors for data storage and computing 

 

2.1 More than Moore using a new electronic device - memristor 

 

Memristor is a two-terminal electronic device with a simple metal/insulator/metal 

(MIM) sandwich structure. Its resistance can be controlled between high resistive state 

(HRS) and low resistive state (LRS) by electrical stresses applied to the electrodes [12]. 

This resistance change is also named resistive switch (RS) behaviour. Most memristors 

have two stable resistive states, which can be used to simulate binary codes "0"s and 

"1"s to store digital information. The device usually uses metal oxides such as titanium 

oxide (TiO2), silicon oxide (SiO2), hafnium oxide (HfO2), tantalum oxide (TaOx) and 

other insulators as the resistive switching medium, and conventional metals such as 

platinum (Pt), gold (Au), titanium (Ti), copper (Cu), silver (Ag) and nickel (Ni) as the 

electrodes. Memristors show many excellent properties compared to traditional memory, 

such as small size (feature size 2 nm) [13], low energy consumption (each switching < 1 

fJ) [14], fast switching speed (85 ps) [15], high endurance (> 1012 cycles) [16], long 

retention time (> 10 years) [17], easy fabrication and three-dimensional stackability. 

Figure 2.1 shows the typical sandwich structure with 2D materials as resistive switching 

medium.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic of a simple MIM sandwich structure 
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The observation of the memristive phenomenon can be traced back to two 

centuries ago, but it was not confirmed theoretically by Professor Leon Chua of the 

University of California, Berkeley until 1971 [18], and the combination of experiment 

and theory can be traced back to the memristor developed by HP laboratory in 2008 

[19]. The most direct application of memristor is as resistive random access memory, 

but its dynamic nonlinear resistive process also implies the possibility that it can be 

used in neuromorphic computing. In 2000, IBM company used ternary transition metal 

oxide SrZrO3 (perovskite material) to fabricate the memristor and provided a standard 

test process for its memory application direction: from current-voltage sweep to pulse, 

from endurance to retention and multilevel resistive state measurement, as well as the 

exploration of temperature dependence and scalability [20]. By 2004, Samsung 

officially determined the name of resistive random access memory (RRAM) using 

binary transition metal oxide nickel oxide and integrated it into a 0.18 µm 

complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process with a 

one-transistor-one-memristor (1T1M) architecture [21-23]. Big institutes and companies 

like Imec [24-26], Intel [27], Nokia [28], TSMC [29-30], Fujitsu [31-32], SanDisk [33], 

Spansion [34], GlobalFoundries [35] and Institute of Microelectronics of the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences [36-37] all have works related. Companies have a great advantage 

that they can integrate the memristor with the commercial transistor to achieve better 

controllability. In the year 2019, Fujitsu Semiconductor released an RRAM chip with 8 

Mbits and an endurance of 106 [32]. SanDisk released a 32 Gb RRAM test chip with 24 

nm technology [33]. Institute of Microelectronics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences 

successfully integrated RRAM with 14 nm FinFET technology [37].  

 

 

2.1.1 Basic device structures and 3D stackability 

 

I have tried three different device structures depending on the research purposes 

and the materials used.  

The first device structure is the common bottom electrode structure. This structure 

has a bottom electrode and RS medium all over the substrate. The top electrodes are 

identical dots which can be fabricated by a shadow mask, inkjet printing or through an 

anode aluminium oxide (AAO) template. The common bottom electrode has the 

advantages of easy fabrication and high cleanness. This structure is also useful to study 
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materials that cannot go through the lithography and lift-off process, for example, 

organics, perovskite and liquid phase exfoliated 2D materials. However, the device 

prepared by this method needs a large area to allow the engagement of the probe station 

tip, and the area is usually greater than 50 µm × 50 µm. Probe station tips have a 

minimum radius of about 5 µm [38], but mechanical wear will inevitably increase the 

contact area during use. The mechanical stress applied to the devices’ active area could 

also affect the electrical properties [39]. (Detailed information about the effect of 

mechanical stress on memristors is shown in Article S1). 

The second device structure is the crosspoint structure. The crosspoint structure 

can solve the problems of device miniaturization and unwanted mechanical stress. The 

device's active area is defined by the small crosspoint area while the probe station tip 

can be applied to the large metallic pads. With photolithography or direct laser writer, a 

device size of a few µm can be achieved. With electron beam lithography, hundreds or 

tens of nm can be achieved. However expensive lithography instruments are needed to 

pattern the electrodes. Also, the electrode fabricated by metal lift-off could have the 

problem of metal or polymer residues and tall electrode edges, which can cause device 

early failure, especially at the crosspoint edge region.  

The last structure is the via-hole structure. Memristors are typically involved at 

the back end of line (BEOL) to CMOS technology, while the transistor part can be 

embedded under the surface [40]. This BEOL method is also friendly for researchers 

from academia since the device size is defined by the size of the via hole. Researchers 

can easily get devices with diameters in tens or hundreds of nm, even using normal 

photolithography with a few µm resolutions. Since high accuracy alignment, local 

etching, and chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) are necessary, the via-hole structure 

is normally provided by the foundries. The typical price for TSMC Multi-Project-Wafer 

(MPW) shared tapeouts of 180 nm technology node is $1,250/mm2 [41]. 

Last but not least, the crossbar structure is the ultimate structure for high-density 

storage with a few tens of Gb density or neuromorphic computing. The topology of the 

crossbar is particularly well suited to artificial neural networks. The three-dimensional 

stackability can further improve the storage density and reduce the storage cost per bit.  

Some experiments will also adopt a planar structure, but this plane is mostly a 

supplementary experiment for convenient characterization of the resistive switching 

mechanism, rather than a characterization structure of device performance or a structure 

used in industry [42]. 
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Figure 2.2 Basic cell structures including common bottom electrode, crosspoint, and via 

hole structure. 3D stackability of crossbar structure. 

 

Table 2.1 Comparison of different device structures 

 Common bottom 

electrode 

Crosspoint structure Via hole 

structure 

Device area 

Large, > 2,500 μm2 

Switching performance 

could be different when 

scaling down 

Small, μm / nm 

Easy for probe station 

tip engagement 

High-density 3D 

Small, nm scale 

Equipment 

requirement 

Easy fabrication 

Material friendly 
Lithography needed CMOS technology 

Device 

quality 

Clean 

Mechanical stress of tip 

Polymer, metal residue 

high electrode edge 
Good 
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2.1.1.1 Fabrication of a typical crosspoint structure 

 

Crosspoint structure is the most commonly used structure in academia. Figure 2.3 

shows the fabrication procedure of a typical crosspoint structured device.  

Step 1: Pattern and deposit the bottom electrode. First, spin coat and bake the 

photoresist, which is used as a sacrifice layer for thin film patterning. Second, the light 

exposure through the pattern of the photomask. A post-exposure bake (PEB) is optional 

depending on the photoresist, although it may help to reduce the impact of the standing 

wave effect and make the chemical reaction more sufficient. Thirdly, the developer will 

remove the unwanted part of the pattern. For positive photoresist, the part exposed by 

the light will be dissolved in the developer. Appropriate concentration and developing 

time are needed to get the targeted resolution and sharp edge. In academic laboratories, 

contact photolithography technology commonly uses a Hg lamp (g, h, line) as a light 

source to fabricate a few µm patterns because of its low cost, wafer-scale productivity, 

and versatility for different photomasks.   

Step 2: Deposit the dielectric film. Here the deposition methods could be 

thermal/electron beam evaporation, sputtering, atomic layer deposition, or transfer for 

2D materials. 

Step 3: Pattern and deposit the top electrode. 

Here the pattern methods could be photolithography, direct laser writing or 

electron beam lithography.  

Another photolithography and etching are optional to open a window on the 

bottom electrode if the dielectric film is covered all over the surface.  

 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematics showing the fabrication of crosspoint structured device 
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2.1.1.2 Failure analysis of different device structures 

 

For the common bottom electrode structure, since the physical gap between the 

target sample and shadow mask is inevitable. If the contact is not processed well, the 

pattern will be blurred and the device area will increase. For the mechanical stress 

problem, another protective metal is suggested to be deposited on top, like Pt. 

For the crosspoint structure, the unwanted metal tall wall near the edge of the 

metal wire could cause earlier device failure. The irregular protuberance could cause the 

discontinuity of the dielectric grown on top. As the electrical breakdown tends to 

happen at the edge region, especially the bottom electrode edge. One thin layer of the 

polymer was spin-coated on top for better observation. For photolithography, negative 

photoresists and positive photomasks could help eliminate this problem. 

For the via hole structure, it is important to have the correct etching recipe to 

expose the conductive via. Over etching will break the dielectric on top, especially 

layered structured 2D materials. Conformal deposition methods are needed. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Failure analysis of different device structures. 

 

For the device fabrication part, always check the detailed recipe parameter stored 

in the equipment in case some other people changed your recipe. 
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2.1.2 Electrical properties 

 

Electronic measurements are the final test of electronic devices since the 

electronic properties are a determining factor in evaluating whether the electronic 

device works properly. Correctly and reasonably calibrate the instrument, set the test 

conditions, minimize interference and error, and find out the tips that can help to 

improve the accuracy and speed of the test. When investigating a new technology for 

electronic applications, it is of primary importance to define the key figures of merits 

(FoMs) and compare them against the requirements of the IEEE International Roadmap 

for Devices and Systems (IRDS). 

Generally, the electrical properties of the memristor are measured by the probe 

station and the semiconductor parameter analyser. Figure 2.5 shows the image of a 

typical probe station and two commercial semiconductor parameter analysers. Middle: 

4200 from Keithley. Right: B1500A from Agilent. The electrical stress is normally 

applied to the top electrode and the bottom electrode is grounded. Three main forcing 

functions could be applied to measure memristors electrically. With a single 

source-measure-unit (SMU), voltage stress like ramped voltage stress (RVS), constant 

voltage stress (CVS), and voltage list sweep stress (VLS) could be applied to get a 

current-voltage (I-V) plot, current-time (I-t) plot and current-pulse number plot, 

respectively. SMU can apply voltage and measure current simultaneously. 

Corresponding current stress could also be applied based on some specific applications. 

By adding the pulse slot (B1530A WGFMU for B1500A, 4225-PMU for 4200), we can 

generate and measure fast pulses with a minimum pulse width of 10 ns. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Images of probe station and semiconductor parameter analysers 

Note: RVS and CVS are also known as voltage sweep and voltage bias mode. RVS is also referred to as DC 

mode, to compare with pulse mode. VLS works similar to pulse mode but cannot control the pulse width. 1 ms for 1 

data point. VLS mode has the advantage of applying current compliance, while pulse mode cannot have current 

compliance. One resistor can be connected to reduce the current. 
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With RVS mode, we can collect the data to plot the most commonly used I-V 

curves for the memristor. I-V curves are helpful to obtain an overview of the 

characteristics (like unipolar or bipolar switching) and for determining the threshold 

voltages for the pulse operation. RVS mode only needs the most fundamental setup – 1 

SMU and ground for the simplest configurations. For the RVS mode using voltage 

linear sweep, there are 3 main parameters to decide for the programming:  

1) Start and stop voltage,  

2) Voltage step,  

3) Current compliance (CC).  

 

 

Figure 2.6 Parameter setting of the voltage linear sweep mode. 

 

Since the typical memristor has a MIM structure, with an increased voltage linear 

sweep from start voltage to stop voltage, the devices always start from a high resistive 

state (HRS) with low current. Once the voltage reaches a threshold voltage, the current 

will show a sudden jump to low resistive state (LRS). This resistance switching from 

HRS to LRS is called the SET process, and the threshold voltage is called set voltage 

(VSET), indicated by arrow 1 in Figure 2.7. In the process of SET, a limiting current, 

named current compliance (CC), is used to constrain the maximum current flow in the 

device to prevent the device from receiving too much energy and being permanently 

broken down. Depending on the voltage polarity to reset the device back to HRS, the 

switching mode can be categorised as bipolar and unipolar switching. Unipolar 

memristor tends to have a higher operation current especially in the reset region, with a 

current level of more than 1 mA.  
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And the threshold voltage at which point HRS turns to LRS is called reset voltage 

(VRESET). If the LRS can go back to HRS automatically without applying any stress, this 

behaviour is named threshold switching. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Typical unipolar, bipolar and threshold switching under dc and pulse stresses 

 

Linear plots are used to check the Ohmic conduction in the LRS, while semi-log 

plots are used to check on-off ratio. Log-log plots are used to check the conduction 

mode in HRS as shown in Figure 2.8. 

 

Table 2.2 Different plotting methods for I-V curves 

 Linear plot Semi-log plot Log-log plot 

Bipolar 

   

Unipolar 

   

Threshold 
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Pulse mode works similar to the clock signal in the real computer with a pulse 

shorter than 100 ns (Fujitsu RRAM works with a frequency of 10 MHz [32]), while I-V 

sweeps do not match the operating conditions of realistic devices. Pulse mode works 

with minimized energy, which limits the catastrophic damage to the device. 

For pulse measurement, 2 waveform-generator-fast-measurement-unit (WGFMU) 

are needed. One is used to apply pulse stress, and the other one is used to measure 

current. There are 3 main parameters to decide to program the pulses of WGFMU1:  

1) Pulse width (tw) and height, 

2) Time between pulses.  

3) Rise/fall time.  

Pulse width and height need to be carefully adjusted based on the electrical 

performance of the device. Time between pulses are normally used to characterize 

synaptic behaviour like potentiation and depression.  

WGFMU2 share the same total pulse time with voltage always 0V. There are 2 

main parameters to decide for the measurement event of currents. 1) Measurement 

points, 2) Current range. More measurement points are useful to obtain the information 

of tSET/tRESET, while minimized measurement points are useful to obtain endurance. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Parameter setting of pulse programming and measuring 
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There are 3 main parameters to decide for the I-t measurement.  

1) the value of the constant voltage applied,  

2) the measurement speed. The speed is defined by the delay factor, filter factor 

and A/D integration time. 

3) the number of measurement points. 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Parameter settings for I-t measurement 

 

A small value of constant voltage with a slow measurement speed is used to 

measure the retention time of the memristor’s different resistive states. Here the 

constant voltage is also named the read voltage. 

A small value of constant voltage with a fast measurement speed is used to 

measure the random telegraph noise (RTN). (Detailed information about the RTN 

measurement on both h-BN and metal-oxide based memristors are shown in Article 

S2-3). 

A constant voltage with a value larger than the read voltage but smaller than the 

breakdown voltage is used to measure the time-dependent-dielectric-breakdown 

(TDDB). (Detailed information about the TDDB measurement are shown in Article 

S4). 
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Table 2.3 FoMs from different stress mode to measure memristor 

 I-V Pulse I-t 

Stress applied Ramp voltage stress Pulse voltage Constant voltage stress 

Measured value Current Current, time Current 

FoMs extracted Distribution of VSET and VRESET 

Endurance plot with on-off ratio 

window 

 

Switching time: tSET and tRESET 

Endurance plot with on-off ratio window 

 

Small VREAD with long time interval → 

Measuring retention 

Small VREAD with short time interval → 

Measuring RTN 

Voltage larger than VREAD but small than 

VBD → Measuring TDDB 

Advantages  1- reduce the total energy consumption of 

devices; By reducing the Joule heating effect, 

damage to small nano devices can be avoided. 

2- transients can be studied 

3- generate clock signals for digital circuits, 

analog repetitive control lines, such as memory 

read cycles. 

 

Problem  Need to be connect with a resistor avoid 

permanent short circuit 
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Table 2.4 Traditional and emerging memory technologies [74-75] 

 Traditional Technologies Emerging Technologies 

 DRAM SRAM 
Improved Flash 

FeRAM MRAM PCRAM Memristor 
NOR NAND 

Knowledge level Mature Advanced Product Advanced Early stage 

Cell elements 1T1C 6T 1T 1T1C 1T1R 1T1R 1M 

Half pitch (F) (nm) 50 65 90 90 180 130 65 3-10 

Read time (ns) < 1 < 0.3 < 10 < 50 < 45 < 20 < 60 < 50 

Write/erase time (ns) < 0.5 < 0.3 105 106 10 20 60 < 250 

Retention time (years) seconds N/A > 10 > 10 > 10 > 10 > 10 > 10 

Write op. voltage (V) 2.5 1 12 15 0.9~3.3 1.5 3 < 3 

Read op. voltage (V) 1.8 1 2 2 0.9~3.3 1.5 3 < 3 

Write endurance 1016 1016 105 105 1014 1016 109 1015 

Write energy (fJ/bit) 5 0.7 10 10 30 1.5×105 6×103 < 50 

Density (Gbit/cm2) 6.67 0.17 1.23 2.47 0.14 0.13 1.48 250 

Voltage scaling Fairly scalable No Poor Promising 

Scalability Major technological barriers Poor Promising Promising 
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2.1.3 Material combination and switching mechanism 

 

The commercialization of any application requires a solid and predictable 

understanding of its underlying mechanisms. The switching mechanism of memristors 

is based on the material combination of the electrodes and the switching medium. 

Figure 2.10 shows two typical material combinations with different switching 

mechanisms. Metal 1 is the adhesion layer. Metal 2 and 4 are the inert bottom electrode 

and protective electrodes. The insulator is the resistive switching medium. The 

switching mechanism depends on the section of Metal 3 and the optional insulator 2. 

Conductive bridge random access memory (CBRAM) tends to higher off-ratio. 

CBRAM is based on the creation and formation of conductive nano-filaments (CNF) 

made of active metal penetration (Metal 3). Metal 3 is an active electrode which will 

participate in the resistive switching. 

Oxide resistive random access memory (OxRAM) tends to have multilevel 

switching capability for analogue applications. Insulator 2 is optional and can work as 

an oxygen reservoir. Bilayer oxides are used for better performance. [43] 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Material combinations and corresponding switching mechanism, I-V curves  
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2.1.3.1 Selection of substrates and adhesion layers 

 

For memristors, we want the current always flows in the MIM structure. So the 

substrate should be a highly resistive substance to avoid unnecessary leakage current. 

300 nm SiO2/Si substrates are highly recommended, while glass and ITO substrates are 

used for transparent devices, and plastic or paper are used for flexible devices. Inert 

metals like Pt and Au have poor adhesion with the substrate, especially when they are 

deposited by thermal or electron beam evaporation. A thin adhesion layer like Ti, 

Tantalum (Ta) [44] or chromium (Cr) with a thickness of 5 nm is enough to provide 

necessary adhesion. 

 

2.1.3.2 Selection of bottom and top electrodes 

In traditional devices, the electrode mainly plays the role of transmitting electrons, 

while in memristor devices, the electrode can affect the transition mechanism of the 

device. For memristors, bottom electrodes are normally made of inert electrodes, 

including tungsten (W), Pt, Au, graphene, silicon-based electrodes such as highly doped 

polysilicon, nitrogen-based electrodes such as titanium nitride (TIN), and oxygen-based 

electrodes such as indium tin oxide (ITO). Highly conductive Si or active metals can 

also be used as bottom electrodes; however, inert electrodes provide a more reliable 

switching performance with less variability. 

Top electrodes can be inert or active materials. Active electrode materials include 

metal electrodes such as Cu, Ag, Ti and Ni, under such a combination, the main 

resistance mechanism lies in the dissolution of the active metal electrode under positive 

pressure and the deposition of nano conductive filaments in the dielectric layer, as well 

as the fracture of conductive filaments under directional voltage or high current.  

The insertion of Ti, hafnium (Hf), Zirconium (Zr), and Ta buffer layers over HfOx 

dielectrics show improved resistive switching performance. The thicker Ti layer, the 

thicker interface thickness, which will decrease the forming voltage of ZrO2 based 

memristors [45]. Ti contributes to the low power memristors. Because the insertion acts 

as an oxygen-gettering layer, which acquiesces to control the dielectric strength of the 

HfOx dielectrics, the forming voltage, leakage current and on-off ratio [46]. Cu and Ag 

tend to be CBRAM with a large on-off ratio. Ag tends to be a threshold resistive 

switching. For memristors using active metals, a protective inert electrode is necessary 

to prevent oxidation or scratch. 
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Sputtered Au electrode (with the same cross-sectional area and line length) has a 

lower resistivity and better high current durability than e-beam evaporated electrode, 

indicating it is a better method for much more scaled device with a line width of few or 

tens of nanometers considering from the aspect of the electrical property [47]. (Detailed 

information about the effect of metal deposition methods on memristors is shown in 

Article S6). 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Comparison of different interconnection technologies 

 

Electron beam deposited Au could induce distortion and defects at the interfaces 

between the h-BN and Au. (Detailed information about the effect of metal deposition 

methods on 2D materials is shown in Article S7). This may affect the transistor quality 

when 2D materials are used as the channel material, while these defects could improve 

the memristor behaviour when h-BN is used as the resistive switching medium. 

 

 

Figure 2.12 XTEM of h-BN with and without protection under Au deposition  
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Table 2.4 lists the advantages and disadvantages of several mainstream electrode 

materials. 

 

Table 2.5 Selection of metallic electrodes 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Ti 

As adhesion layer 

Strong oxygen absorption capacity as an 

oxygen reservoir [48] 

Lower VSET by forming a strong Ti-O 

bond [49-50] 

Lower operation current  

A high vacuum is needed. 

High melting point (not for thermal 

evaporation) 

Ta 
As an oxygen ion getting layer 

Promising in analogue switching [51] 
 

Ag 

High ionic mobility, surface activation 

energy, for threshold switching [38,52] 

High switching speed 

Not for long-term non-volatile 

memory 

Cu 
High ionic mobility [53] 

For Threshold switching [52] 
 

Ni 
High resistivity, even no need CC [54] 

RTN signal [55-56] 
Not for high-density crossbar array 

Au Chemically inert but has immigration [57] 
Not suggested for CMOS [58] 

High operation current 

Pt 
Inert metal, no ion immigration [59] 

For analogue switching 
Hard to etch 

TiN 

Conductive nitrides 

Inert from an aspect of CBRAM [62-63] 

CMOS compatible 

 

Gr 

As ion blocking layer 

Lower operation current 

Lower power consumption 

high-temperature direct growth or 

transfer needed 
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2.1.3.3 Selection of resistive switching medium 

 

Thin films have several crystal structures: amorphous, single crystalline and 

polycrystalline, while polycrystalline dielectrics show the best resistive switching 

behaviour. 2D materials based memristors provide the best demonstration. Mechanical 

exfoliation provides the perfect single crystalline materials. If we check the papers 

about memristors based on mechanical exfoliated 2D materials. 

 

Table 2.6 Selection of dielectrics 

 Characteristics  

HfO2 
Initially as high k dielectric for high-performance CMOS 

Defect rich good for resistive switching [24] 

TiOx 

Both unipolar and bipolar switching 

Several stable phases, like oxygen deficient Magneli phase, Ti4O7. [64] 

Good for multilevel and analog switching  

Low endurance and short retention time 

TaOx 

Promising for high endurance 1012 [16] 

XPS and EELS reveal its switching mechanism is due to the shift 

between the non-conductive Ta2O5 phase and conductive TaO2 [17] 

SiOx Based on highly mature Si technology [65-66] 

NiO Reliable unipolar switching with 1D1M architecture [21] 

ZrOx Doped ZrOx has high oxygen diffusivity and high formation energy [23]  

Al2O3 Low reset current of 1 µA [67] 

VOx 
Threshold switching [68] 

Bipolar [69] 

NbOx Threshold switching 1081K [70] 

Perovskite 

Analog switching for neuromorphic computing [71] 

Light operation 

Cannot be patterned by photolithography. 

Organics 

Flexible 

Based on the materials used [72] 

Most organics cannot be patterned by photolithography 
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Atomic layer deposition (ALD) has become a popular choice owing to its 

excellent controllability and reproducibility down to the atomic layer level. In the 

processes, the deposition cycle is a key factor for determining resultant film thickness 

and other properties. Sputtering is an efficient method to synthesize uniform, stable, 

highly crystalline and stoichiometric TiO2 film yielding reproducible and endurable 

switching behaviour. In these processes, an ion beam is bombarded on a target material 

in a vacuum maintaining the RF power [65].  

With the same Au/TiO2/Au structure but different deposition methods for the 

dielectrics, devices fabricated by sputtered TiO2 show the typical bipolar switching 

behaviour, while devices fabricated by ALD only show a permanent breakdown and 

stay in LRS. It can be explained that ALD-grown TiO2 films seem to be more compact 

and freer of defects than the sputtered ones, as the TEM contrast of the ALD thin film is 

much more homogeneous than the sputtered one. The irreversible LRS in ALD thin film 

is induced at the high defect density region. (Detailed information about the effect of the 

dielectric deposition methods on memristors is shown in Article S5) 

 

 

Figure 2.13 RS in Au/TiO2/Au device with TiO2 deposited by sputtering or ALD 
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2.1.4 Large crossbar circuit implementation: active or passive array 

 

Large memristor circuits are normally structured as a crossbar matrix. The row of 

the matrix is normally named as a word line while the column is named as bit line. Each 

operation cell is defined by the crosspoint structured word line (top electrode) and bit 

line (bottom electrode). The peripheral circuit controls the word line and bit line to 

conduct write, erase or read operations on arbitrary selected cells.  

In the passive array, each cell is one memristor, which ensures this structure has 

the minimum cell size of 4F2 (F is the feature size). Considering the memristor’s 3D 

stackability, the effective cell area can be further decreased to 4F2/N (N is the number of 

stacked layers). However, the passive array normally has an Ohmic conductive LRS, 

which could cause the misread of adjacent devices due to sneak path currently. To avoid 

sneak path current, the half-select method is used to alleviate the problem. Different 

kinds of selectors and nonlinear memristors are developed. Starting from 2012, 

nonlinear memristors became a hot topic for the implementation of large crossbar 

circuits. In 2012, J. J. Yang et al. demonstrate a nonlinear device with TiO2-x/TaOx 

oxide heterostructure. One immediate advantage of a nonlinear device is that it will 

decrease the current level, especially the LRS current. 

Among different large crossbar circuit implementation methods, the active 1T1M 

array is more attractive due to this cell structure can: 1) accept both bipolar and unipolar 

switching; 2) avoid current overshoot. Current overshoots will generate excessive 

defects that the conductive filaments tend to grow laterally and increase in diameter or 

even multiple conductive filaments can be generated. 3) Lower the operation current 

and power with transistor constrain. 4) have better controllability to achieve multilevel 

switching by controlling the gate voltage. 1T1M cell size depends on the size of the 

transistor. With CMOS technology, the transistor and the memristor can be vertically 

stacked to relieve the problem. If the transistor is based on bulk silicon, it will have the 

problem of 3D integration. 

Compared to 1T1M, 1D1M has better stackability. However, 1D1M cells only 

accept memristors with unipolar switching behaviour.  

Among the 26 papers from the big companies and institutes [20-37] or papers 

published on Nature or Science [76], 16 papers used 1T1M cell, 2 papers used 1D1M 

cell, and 4 papers used 1R cell with the non-linear switching device.  
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2.2 More Moore using new materials - 2D materials 

 

2D materials refer to the materials with crystalline layered structures consisting of 

monolayer atoms, which are connected by strong covalent bonds in the plane and weak 

van der Waals forces outside the plane. Materials with polycrystalline structures and a 

few layers can also be categorized as 2D materials. Monolayer 2D materials can be 

obtained by breaking the relatively weak van der Waals force. For example, the most 

representative 2D material, graphene, can be obtained by exfoliating the tape from the 

bulk graphite; At the same time, the graphene can be transferred to any targeted 

substrate. 

Graphene was first exfoliated in 2004 [81] and the “groundbreaking experiments 

regarding the two-dimensional material graphene” makes the discoverers Andre Geim 

and Konstantin Vovoselov win the Nobel Prize in 2010 [82]. 2D materials represented 

by graphene show its great potential to extend Moore’s law. This will not just be a 

replacement between materials, but an iteration of the whole material system.  

 

 

Figure 2.14 Exfoliation of monolayer graphene from the bulk graphite 

 

Reducing the dimension of a system usually can change or even obtain 

extraordinary mechanical, electrical, optical or magnetic properties. Graphene, as the 

representative of crystal materials with only one atomic layer or a few atomic layers, 

shows rich, novel and interesting physical phenomena. Its excellent physical and 

chemical properties open a broad market for its application prospects. In the past decade 

or two, 2D materials have been proved to show unparalleled potential in many emerging 

applications, including logic devices [83-84], nonvolatile memory [85-86], energy 

storage [87], sensors [88] and flexible [89-90] electronic devices. 
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The use of semiconducting 2D materials such as molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and 

tungsten diselenide (WSe2) as channel materials in field-effect transistors (FETs) could 

provide improved electrostatic control because the channel depth would be very low 

(few angstroms) and accurately known, leading to less vertical leakage current towards 

the substrate, less horizontal phonon scattering and reduced short channel effects. In the 

newly updated 2021 International Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) [4], 2D 

materials can be used as channel materials from 2028, and beyond-CMOS in the form 

of 2D devices.  

 

 

Figure 2.15 2D materials in the 2021 IRDS 

 

2.2.1 Evaluation of typical 2D materials 

 

The most important characteristic of 2D materials is the layered structure, which 

is normally characterized by the cross-sectional TEM images. The second important 

property is based on its crystalline structure. Monolayer single crystalline MoS2 is 

highly recommended due to its bandgap as channel material. Polycrystalline h-BN is 

highly recommended as a resistive medium due to its current confinement. Here we 

show 3 typical materials based on their conductivity or bandgap. 

The first category is conductors including graphene and MXene, which can be 

used as electrodes. 30-inch graphene thin films have been grown and can be transferred 

by the roll-to-roll method as transparent electrodes. It shows better performance 

compared with commercial indium tin oxides based transparent electrodes [91]. 

Graphene-based interconnect has been integrated into 7 nm FinFET technology and 
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achieves better resistance to electromigration and high current density compared to the 

conventional Cu interconnect [92]. The graphene/Cu combination can improve the 

conductivity and high current density endurance [93]. Wafer scalable MXene (Ti3C2) 

could be used as a gate, source, and drain electrode of transistors [94], and electrode 

array for flexible electronics [95].  

The second category is a semiconductor which includes the transition metal 

dichalcogenides, III-VI family and black phosphates family. The first MoS2 transistor 

was fabricated back in 2011 and the material is mechanically exfoliated [96]. 

Wafer-scale growth is achieved by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [97] and liquid 

phase exfoliation (LPE) [98]. CVD provides a statistical analysis of 200 devices to 

extract the variability and show the mobility in the range of 30~45 cm2/V/S [99]. Big 

companies like Imec [100-108], Intel [109-110], TSMC [111-112], and Samsung 

[113-115] all have works related. Imec focused on the wafer scale growth and transfer 

of MoS2 and WS2. Based on the wafer-scaled materials, a huge amount of transistors of 

15,000 devices are statistically analysed. Intel focused on the replacement of channel 

materials of FEOL by engineering the NMOS and PMOS based on MoS2 and WSe2 to 

achieve ultimate CMOS scaling, respectively. TSMC focused on ultralow resistive, 

metallic contact engineering in cooperation with MIT.  

The last category is insulators mainly h-BN. h-BN thin sheets were firstly 

exfoliated in 2008 [116], however, the monolayer h-BN was prepared by a combination 

with reactive ion etching [117] or a high-energy electron beam [118] due to the strong 

interplane bonding compared to graphene or MoS2. h-BN is also widely studied as the 

candidate for future gate dielectrics or substrates of graphene-based electronics. h-BN 

supported graphene devices provide an order of magnitude better mobility and two 

orders of magnitude smaller charge fluctuations than the same devices on SiO2 substrate 

[119-120]. Conductive atomic force microscopy (CAFM) is a perfect tool to study its 

electrical properties from the material level to the nanoscale. CAFM I-V sweeps show 

the direct tunnelling in few-layer h-BN (1~3 layer), and Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling 

for thicker h-BN with more than 4 layers. CAFM confirms the exfoliated h-BN is a 

defect-free dielectric [121] with a high barrier height of 3.07 eV and dielectric strength 

of 7.94 MV/cm [122]. CAFM mapping demonstrates the electrical uniformity of 

exfoliated h-BN in a more visual way. These values are comparable with the traditional 

dielectric SiO2. J. Kong group at MIT used low-pressure CVD with ammonia borane as 

the precursor to grow single layer h-BN, and used atmospheric pressure CVD with 
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borazine precursor to grow multilayer h-BN on Cu foil [123-124]. These two methods 

are adopted as academic references by a commercial company “Graphene Supermarket” 

to grow single-layer and multi-layer h-BN, respectively [125-126]. From 2018 to 2022, 

Nature or Science published 4 papers regarding the wafer-scale methods to grow h-BN 

using different substrates and mechanisms [127-130], demonstrating its potential.  

 

2.2.2 Scalable synthesis of 2D materials 

 

It is widely used in cutting-edge research in physics, physical properties and 

devices. Most of the intrinsic properties of graphene, such as quantum Hall effect, 

massless Dirac fermion gas and superconductivity, are obtained on stripped high-quality 

samples. When using CVD, vacancies, impurities, atomic misalignments, strained 

bonding, wrinkles and thickness fluctuations in the 2D sheet can easily appear on 

substrate imperfections (i.e., grain boundaries, steps, impurities); moreover, the CVD 

process often results in polycrystalline 2D sheets, which intrinsically contain many 

vacancies and strained bonds. However, such pilot demonstrations to produce 

single-crystal 2D monolayers via CVD still did not reach the commercial stage, and 

state-of-the-art samples still contain grain boundaries, as well as other imperfections 

like multilayer islands and wrinkles [78]. Moreover, these approaches to producing 

single-crystal 2D materials via CVD have been only demonstrated for monolayers, 

which are not suitable for many applications. Another important challenge to address 

when using the CVD approach is the thermal budget. CVD growth of 2D materials 

requires the use of high temperatures >900 ºC to achieve good crystallinity, but the 

maximum temperatures allowed during and BEOL processes are ~450 ºC [19].  

When using LPE-based 2D materials to construct electronic devices and circuits, 

the main problem is that the junctions between different flakes contain multiple bonding 

defects that can severely degrade the performances, such as room temperature mobility 

in graphene (i.e., ~140,000 cm2/Vs in mechanically exfoliated [87] vs. 95 cm2/Vs in 

LPE [88]) and leakage current in h-BN (i.e., in this case, comparisons are not so 

straightforward because the thinnest LPE h-BN films reported are ~100 nm thick, which 

show ~10-6 A/cm2 at 1V [89], and for such thickness exfoliated h-BN shows no leakage 

current at 1 V). Furthermore, the minimum thickness and surface roughness of 2D 

materials films made by LPE (i.e., ~10 nm and ~3 nm, respectively) [56,90] are much 

higher than that of CVD sheets (i.e., monolayer and <150 pm, respectively) [91]. This 
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impedes the use of LPE 2D materials in some applications, such as gate dielectric in 

ultra-scaled FETs [92]. Furthermore, so far the device-to-device variability of devices 

made of 2D materials produced by LPE is higher than CVD-grown counterparts, as one 

device that is formed exactly on a flake junction is expected to behave very different 

than others that are junctions-free. In fact, the smallest LPE-based FET that we could 

find in the literature has L = 50 µm [56], while using the CVD method FETs with L = 

8.2 nm have been readily achieved [93]. 

It is important to understand that, while state-of-the-art 2D materials synthesized 

by CVD and LPE (i.e., which contain native defects) still cannot be employed reliably 

for some high integration density applications (i.e., gate dielectric in FETs), the inherent 

presence of defects may make them suitable for others, such as resistive switching 

technologies [64,94].  

Table 2.7 compares the advantages and disadvantages of the mainstream growth 

methods for 2D materials. CVD is highly recommended for large-scale IC integration.  

 

Table 2.7 Comparison of different growth methods of 2D materials 

 
Working 

principle 
Crystal status Size Yield Application 

Mechanical 

exfoliation 

Mechanical stress 

from weak 

interlayer van der 

Waals force 

Perfect layered 

structure 

< 50 

µm 

Low efficiency, 

high 

randomness, 

low yield 

For 

fundamental 

physics 

LPE 

Gentler shear 

stress applied by 

ultrasonication 

Perfect layered 

structure 
 

Efficient and 

low-cost 

For large area 

and flexible 

electronics 

CVD Surface reaction 

Polycrystalline 

(single crystal 

hundred of µm) 

4 inch High efficiency For ICs 

PVD Sputtering   High efficiency  

Epitaxial 

growth 

Thermal 

decomposition of 

SiC 

High quality µm 

Low 

temperature 

400 oC. High 

speed 1 Å/s 

For Physics, 

quantum 

metrology 
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2.2.3 Performance evaluations 

 

The quality evaluation for 2D materials is more important than growing one batch 

of 2D materials. We will judge the quality of 2D materials from two main aspects 1) 

from the material level, and 2) from the device or circuit level.    

From a materials point of view, claims about high-quality, single-crystallinity and 

low density of defects in 2D materials rely on one/few transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) image/s and/or macroscale measurements like Raman spectroscopy 

and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). However, TEM covers a very small part 

of the samples, Raman and XPS have a very low lateral resolution, and none of them 

provides information about the electrical properties of the materials. The electrical 

performance of 2D materials has been often evaluated at the device level using 

electrical parameters like in-plane carriers mobility in FETs [56] (not suitable for 

dielectrics) or out-of-plane leakage current in large (>104 µm2) metal/insulator/metal 

(MIM) structures [22]; however, these collect the total current driven by the area of the 

device under test, and they are blind to inhomogeneities produced by local defects. In 

this context, nanoelectronic characterization using atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

based techniques emerges as a powerful and simple method to evaluate the quality of 

2D materials [120] statistically. For example, most reports measure the thickness of a 

2D material showing a single-line cross-section of an AFM map at the edge, while they 

should show the spectra of the height of the whole scan to get statistical validation of 

the thickness and surface roughness [121] — this is even more important in ultra-thin 

(<4 nm) thick 2D materials grown by CVD, as the surface roughness can be comparable 

to the thickness of the material. Such kind of good practices should be adopted in all 

studies to provide statistical validation of their claims. 

From a device and circuit perspective, performance evaluation requires abundant 

statistical information about yield, variability, reliability and stability [46]. Clear 

definitions of the yield criteria and acceptable variability windows should be provided, 

and they should match as much as possible the industrial requirements. For example, 

multiple articles have reported proof-of-concept demonstrations of RS in 2D materials, 

but most of them did not provide any competitive advantage compared to 

state-of-the-art RS technologies. Similarly, future studies on 2D materials-based devices 

and ICs should include deeper reliability analyses and lifetime predictions based on 

industrial characterization methods. Similarly, most claims about the endurance of 2D 
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materials-based RS devices have been based on current vs. cycle plots in only one 

device and showing just one/few cycles per decade [61], which overestimates the real 

endurance and ignores cycle-to-cycle and device-to-device variability. The correct 

method to evaluate endurance was used in Ref. [33], which plotted the current vs. cycle 

plot for 48 devices for 1,500 cycles, demonstrating for the first time a good on/off ratio 

for all cycles of all devices. Perhaps establishing a universal certification standard 

(similar to that of photovoltaics by the National Renewable Energy Lab) would be 

useful [122].  

 

Table 2.8 Characterization methods for 2D materials from material to the device level 

Methods Material level Device level 

Optical 

microscope 
Number of layers by colour contrast  

Crack, wrinkles, and large 

area uniformity 

SEM 

Topographic information, including 

roughness, edge, wrinkles, ruptures 

and folds 

Correct device structure 

(in-situ) 

TEM 
Layered structure Switching mechanism 

STM 
Inspect defects like interstitial, 

vacancy 
Switching mechanism 

Raman 

Number of layers, atomic structure of 

edges, disorder and defects 

Stacking order of layers 

Effect of strain 

Switching mechanism 

AFM & 

CAFM 
Topography and local defects Switching mechanism 

XPS Crystal structure  -  

Probe station - 
Device performance 

Device-to-device variability 

Probe card - 
Yield of the building block 

Functionality of whole circuit 
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2.3 2D materials based memristors 

 

One common strategy to enhance the performance of memristors is to insert new 

materials in their structure, including perovskites, polymers, carbon nanotubes, 

nanowires, and two-dimensional (2D) materials. Among them, the use of 2D materials 

seems to be the one that leads to the best results and has already led to new prototypes 

with very attractive properties that metal/TMO/metal counterparts do not show., and  

Different methods are introduced to engineer relatively controllable defects. From 

the single device level study of mechanical exfoliate 2D materials, gentle oxygen 

plasma is used to modify the insulating h-BN and high-temperature annealing (induce 

oxidation) is used to modify the semiconducting MoS2. 

 

 

2.3.1 Graphene 

 

In 2012, graphene is used as the electrodes of SiOx to achieve memristor with 

high transparency and flexibility [141]. Graphene insertion of HfOx memristor will 

decrease the reset current, thus the power consumption more than one order of 

magnitude [142]. Monolayer graphene is enough to block or constrain the penetration of 

metallic ions or vacancies due to its permeability. By engineering the pore size of 

inserted graphene, we can control the resistance level of both LRS and HRS [143]. 

Graphene is widely used in different materials systems, including TaOx [144], AlOx 

[145], ZnO [146], perovskite [147] and parylene [148] etc, and the common advantage 

is the lower operation current and stable switching performance. Graphene insertion 

could also be used to enhance the threshold switching behaviour as selectors. 

 

 

2.3.2 MoS2 

 

Oxidized MoS2 based memristor shows great thermal stability and can operate at 

high temperatures up to 340 ℃ [149]. The defects introduced by the oxidisation are 

necessary for the resistive switching behaviour. 

MoS2-Pd nanoparticles hybrid insertion can decrease the operation voltage of 

HfOx based memristor [150]. 
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Memristor with single layer MoS2 has been proposed to show the coexistence of 

bipolar and unipolar switching behaviour [151-152]. However, limited cycles are 

achieved with around 150 cycles and 20 cycles are shown in each paper.  

The reset current can be reduced by the insertion of MoS2 layer [153]. Vertical 

structure using MoS2 can also show synaptic behaviour although the on/off ratio is low 

less than 5 [154]. Planar structure using MoS2/graphene can show synaptic behaviour 

with near-linear weight update [155-158]. LPE MoS2 has also been used for memristive 

devices [159] and can be integrated with pressure sensors and quantum light emit diodes 

[160].  

 

 

2.3.3 h-BN 

2D materials with a perfect single crystalline structure (i.e mechanical exfoliated 

2D materials) cannot produce resistive switching behaviour. Increased voltage stress 

can only in catastrophic material damage [161].  

Defects engineering should be introduced for mechanical exfoliated h-BN. Ultra 

low power oxygen plasma [162-163] 

Although nanoscale statistical analysis of I-V test on CVD grown h-BN shows 

unprecedented reliability even after 100 sweeps and lower variability compared to HfO2 

films, CVD grown h-BN always contains many defective regions like grain boundaries, 

which will inevitably decrease its reliability as a gate dielectric. However, this early 

breakdown is normally reversible, which is the fundamental behaviour of a resistive 

switching device [164].  

Memristors with metallic electrodes and multilayer hexagonal boron nitride 

(h-BN) as RS medium (i.e. Au/Ti/h-BN/Au) have exhibited the coexistence of bipolar 

and threshold RS [165], which has been used to build electronic synapses for 

neuromorphic systems [166]. The switching mechanism is attributed to the grain 

boundaries-assisted active metal penetration and the generation of boron vacancies.   

h-BN based memristor connected with the MoS2 based transistor can show linear 

conductance change under the control of gate voltage [167]. 

 

Mechanically exfoliated BP also needs the introduction of defects by using 

oxidation. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

 

In summary, in this chapter, I first introduced the main device structures, the 

electrodes, resistive switching mediums, and the cell structure of memristors, and 

explained how to select them based on the materials used and application. A general 

idea of the switching mechanism is described while it still depends on a case-by-case 

analysis. Then I explained the detailed fabrication and characterization methods to get 

the FoMs of memristors. Failure analysis and corresponding suggestions are given. 

After that, I introduce the functionality of 2D materials, with a special focus on scalable 

growth methods. Finally, 2D materials-based memristors are introduced by using 

different 2D conductors, 2D semiconductors or 2D insulators.  
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Chapter 3: Graphene/h-BN/graphene 

cross-point memristors with three resistive 

states 

 

Memristor is a novel two-terminal electronic memory device with a simple 

metal/insulator/metal (MIM) sandwiched structure. Two-dimensional (2D) 

material-based memristors have shown several properties that are not shown by 

traditional ones, such as high transparency, robust mechanical strength and flexibility, 

superb chemical stability, enhanced thermal heat dissipation, ultralow power 

consumption, the coexistence of bipolar and threshold resistive switching, and 

ultrastable relaxation when used as electronic synapse (among others). However, several 

electrical performances often required in memristive applications, such as the 

generation of multiple stable resistive states for high-density information storage, still 

have never been demonstrated.  

Here, we present the first 2D material-based memristors that exhibit three stable 

and well-distinguishable resistive states. By using a multilayer hexagonal boron nitride 

(h-BN) stack sandwiched by multilayer graphene electrodes, we fabricate 5 μm × 5 μm 

cross-point Au/Ti/graphene/h-BN/graphene/Au memristors that can switch between 

every two or three resistive states, depending on the current compliance (CC) and reset 

voltage used. Basically, we generate an intermediate state between the high resistive 

state and the low resistive state (LRS), named soft-LRS (S-LRS), which may be related 

to the formation of a narrower conductive nanofilament across the h-BN because of the 

ability of graphene to limit metal penetration (at low CCs). Three resistive states have 

been fitted well with Ohm law, hybrid quantum point contact mode and Poole-Frenkel 

mode, respectively. All the 2D materials have been fabricated using the scalable 

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) approach, which is an immediate advantage 

compared to other works using mechanical exfoliated 2D materials by enabling 

large-scale device fabrication. Benefiting from this, we can further confirm the device 

reliability and low device-to-device variability. The successful implementation of this 

experiment makes the multi-level 2D material-based memristor possible. 
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3.1 Transfer and characterization of CVD-grown 2D materials 

 

The ability to produce large-area, high-quality, continuous and uniform single 

crystal 2D materials is a common pursuit of the scientific community. Compared with 

mechanical exfoliation, liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) and epitaxial growth methods, 

CVD has the advantages of scalability, low variability between devices and the 

capability to be transferred onto an arbitrary substrate. 

This chapter will first briefly describe the synthesis and transfer of CVD-grown 

h-BN. Then characterize the quality of the transferred 2D materials. The layered 

structure and defective state of 2D materials will be an important standard to evaluate 

the quality of 2D materials after transfer. In this characterization process, I will use the 

optical microscope, scanning electron microscope (SEM), cross-sectional transmission 

electron microscope (XTEM), Raman spectrum and conductive atomic force 

microscope (CAFM). 

 

 

3.1.1 Growth of 2D materials by CVD 

 

In our group's previous work, multilayer h-BN with large grain size and low 

defect density were grown by CVD using Ni-doped copper foil as the catalytic growth 

substrate and liquid borazane as the precursor. The experimental CVD setup is shown in 

Figure 3.1. The air inlet, precursor chamber, growth chamber and exhaust port of the 

CVD furnace are displayed from the lower left corner to the upper right corner 

respectively. 

We choose CuNi alloy foil as the growth substrate, because the grain size of h-BN 

grown on this substrate is large, which can decrease the defect density of the h-BN. 

Before growth, the 25 µm thick CuNi foil was annealed in a hydrogen atmosphere at 

1050 ℃ for 2 hours, which could enhance the flatness of the film and increase the grain 

size of the alloy. At the same time, annealing in a hydrogen atmosphere will also reduce 

the native oxides on the metal foil to obtain a better catalytic effect. 

In this experiment, borazane was selected as the precursor and placed in an 

independent chamber 60 cm away from the catalytic CuNi substrate and the temperature 

was controlled to around 80 ℃. In the h-BN growth process, the hydrogen carrier gas 

passes through the precursor chamber and carries the precursor molecules to be 
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deposited on the CuNi foil in the growth furnace. The mono- or multilayer h-BN starts 

to grow under a high temperature of 1070 ℃ and low pressure of 50 Pa. By controlling 

the growth time, we can control the thickness of the multilayer h-BN. In addition, by 

controlling the content of Ni in CuNi foil, we can control the grain size and growth rate 

of h-BN. At the same time, we found that when the atomic weight of Ni is between 10% 

and 20%, h-BN has the largest grain size and the fastest growth rate. Finally, the 

roughness of the obtained h-BN is less than 0.2 nm, which also shows that the samples 

obtained in this study have excellent morphology [171].  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic of CVD setup for h-BN growth  

 

 

3.1.2 Wet transfer of CVD-grown 2D materials 

 

The 2D materials used in this chapter are grown on Cu foil substrate by CVD, for 

both graphene and h-BN. Different applications need to transfer the CVD-grown 2D 

materials on a specific conductive or insulating substrate. The basic requirement for the 

transfer is that the original continuity and uniformity of 2D materials shall not be 

damaged during the whole transfer process. There should be no cracks, metal or 

polymer residual after transfer. To achieve this goal, I used the polymer support wet 
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transfer method. The wet etching method is the most commonly used due to its 

simplicity [172].  

The first step is to spin coat a polymer support layer on the surface of the 2D 

material. The supporting layer should provide support and protection for the whole 

transfer process and prevent crushing. The supporting layer can be removed without any 

residue after the transfer. Here I choose the anisole solution of polymethyl-methacrylate 

(PMMA) with a concentration of 40 mg/ml. I spin coat PMMA solution on its upper 

surface as a support layer (spin rate 3500 rpm 45 s, heat at 100 oC 5 min to remove the 

solvent). PMMA has many advantages including better mechanical strength than other 

polymers, low viscosity, good wetting capability, flexibility and good dissolubility in 

acetone. High mechanical strength can help flatten the 2D materials during the transfer. 

The PMMA with a shorter chain length and a molecular weight of less than 1,000,000 is 

recommended. After the growth of 2D material film on the metal foil, both sides of the 

metal foil have 2D materials. The upper surface normally has better quality (This is also 

suggested by companies. The company will mark the upside with a star and with notice 

“this size up”). Without the supporting layer, the 2D materials will dissolve and 

disappear in the etcher. Figure 3.2a cross-sectional SEM shows that the thickness of 

PMMA prepared under this process is about 350 nm, and the mechanical strength of 

PMMA film under this thickness will be enough to protect the 2D materials from 

crushing in the subsequent etching process. 

The second step is to etch and dissolve metal substrates such as Cu or Ni with 

metal corrosive ferric chloride (FeCl3) solution (concentration: 0.1 g/ml). The 

environment temperature will affect the etching speed of the metal substrate. The higher 

the temperature is, the faster the metal will dissolve. The etching time is normally 

around a few hours at 25 ℃. The etching time shall be extended one hour more to 

ensure the metal residue is etched completely after the Cu is invisible to the naked eye. 

The 2D materials on the lower surface without PMMA protection will be dissolved and 

broken in the etcher. If there is no PMMA protection, the whole 2D material will break 

and dissolve in the etcher solution. 

In the third step, rinse/float 2D materials with dilute hydrochloric acid (HCl) with 

a concentration of 3 mol/L and DI water in sequence to remove the residual metal and 

etcher solution and neutralize the alkali solution. Fe3+ ions react with Cu to form Fe2+ 

ions, then the Fe2+ ion will be oxidized back to Fe3+ by oxygen later. HCl solution is 

used to neutralize the hydroxyl ions produced in these reactions. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Cross-sectional SEM of the spin-coated PMMA on 300 nm SiO2/Si 

substrate. (b) Photo of solution for wet transfer. 

 

Step 4: Pick up and transfer the PMMA/2D material thin film to the target 

substrate. Dry overnight at room temperature or heat on a 50 ℃ hot plate for 5 minutes 

to remove moisture and make the 2D material adhere to the substrate surface with a 

good van der Waals contact. So it will not be washed away in the subsequent 

lithography process. It should be noted that high-temperature heating cannot be used 

when there is still much water left, because the residual water will react with the metal 

electrode at high temperature, affecting the electrical performance of the electrode. A 

high temperature of 150 ℃ or can be used to flatten the wrinkles and provide better 

adhesion between 2D materials and the substrate after there is no visible water can be 

seen.  

Finally, soak the sample in acetone for more than 12 hours to dissolve and remove 

the PMMA protective layer. Finally, we can get the 2D material attached to the target 

substrate. Before removing PMMA by acetone immersion, another drop of PMMA 

solution can be dropped on the sample surface to alleviate the stress on the 2D material 

surface to obtain a smoother surface [172]. 

The wet transfer method supported by the polymer can obtain clean 2D materials 

with fewer defects, but the cracks and folds that may still appear in the transfer process 

and the possible residue of PMMA after transfer may affect the electrical characteristics 

of the 2D material-based memristor after transfer. High-temperature annealing (250 ℃ 

~ 350 ℃) is an efficient way to remove the PMMA residues on the surface [173]. High 

temperature can also help the conformal contact with the patterned metallic electrode 

[174].

(a) (b) 
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3.1.3 Material level characterization of 2D materials 

 

3.1.3.1 SEM 

 

SEM has been proved to be a very useful technical means to characterize 2D 

materials, especially the topography and the wrinkles. I transferred the h-BN onto 

Au/SiO2/Si substrate and took SEM images to check the quality of the transferred h-BN. 

Figure 3.3 shows the SEM top view of the multilayer h-BN on the Au/300 nm SiO2/Si 

substrate. The SEM image confirms the successful transfer of h-BN, and the h-BN thin 

film maintained good uniformity and continuity in tens of microns. However, the image 

also reflects some problems that may occur in the process of CVD growth and wet 

transfer, such as the wrinkles after the transfer, that is, the white tall lines in the image. 

Its conductivity distribution was later characterized by the CAFM. The native wrinkles 

on the as-grown Cu substrate originate from the different thermal expansion coefficients 

between the h-BN and the Cu foil substrate. When they are cooled from higher growth 

temperature to room temperature, the Cu foil shrinks and h-BN expands, resulting in 

wrinkles. While the wrinkles after transfer are mainly due to the evaporation of water 

underneath the transferred h-BN. The dome shape of the wafer has a larger surface area. 

The wrinkle can be alleviated by floating the 2D material in DI water for a longer time 

during the transfer process or high-temperature annealing after the transfer [174]. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Top view SEM of transferred h-BN on Au substrate 
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3.1.3.2 TEM 

 

Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) is used to confirm the 

quality of the h-BN. The quality of the 2D materials is mainly judged by the correct 

layered structure, the correct number of layers, local defects and defect density.  

Special sample preparation is needed to take XTEM. Firstly, the CVD-grown 

h-BN was transferred to an Au substrate, followed by a layer of Au deposited on top by 

electron beam evaporation. This Au/h-BN/Au sandwich structure was used to enhance 

the contrast for a better TEM observation of the layer structure. Secondly, focused ion 

beam (FIB) etching technology was used to obtain a thin lamella with a thickness less 

than 100 nm for the TEM characterization. From the XTEM image taken from the 

above-mentioned Au/h-BN/Au structure, it can be seen that the h-BN has the correct 2D 

layered structure. The number of layers is around 16 layers, and the thickness of each 

layer is about 0.33 nm. The green arrow marks the local defects of h-BN, including 

lattice mismatch and so on. Although the existence of these defect states has the 

problem of vertical leakage current in the application of transistor gate material, they 

can show their strength in the application direction of memristor: the defective states 

will assist in the formation of nano conductive filaments.  

 

 

Figure 3.4 XTEM image of the Au/h-BN/Au stack with defects highlighted 
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3.1.3.3 CAFM 

 

To study the electrical characteristics of local defects displayed by XTEM, I 

further characterized the transferred h-BN by CAFM. The advantage of CAFM 

characterization is that it can obtain the topographic and current information of the same 

region at the same time so that the electrical properties of the materials hidden under the 

morphology can be compared.  

Figure 3.5 shows the collected CAFM topographic and current map of transferred 

h-BN on Au film with a scanning area of 8 µm × 8 µm. The CAFM image is obtained at 

a voltage of 5 V with the voltage applied to the AFM tip and the Au substrate kept 

grounded. The tall white line area corresponding to the wrinkle in the SEM shows no 

current signal, indicating that the wrinkle is morphologically raised and electrically 

insulating. Although the topographic map shows similar roughness apart from the 

wrinkle region, the current map in Figure 2.5b shows that the multilayer h-BN grown by 

CVD contains regions with higher conductivity (red column) than the surrounding 

regions (blue planes). These high current regions correspond to the local defects which 

support the out-of-plane charge transport, such as lattice mismatch. This observation 

was verified with the results shown in the XTEM image.  

It is worth noting that these defects are necessary for the correct operation of the 

memristor. The previous work of our group shows that high-quality and defect-free 

h-BN cannot produce any resistance change phenomenon, and electrical breakdown will 

only cause unrecoverable physical damage to the 2D material obtained by mechanical 

exfoliation [166]. These defects provide a path for recoverable ion migration as a 

resistive switching medium. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 CAFM topography and current mapping of transferred h-BN on Au film 
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3.1.3.4 Raman 

 

Raman spectroscopy is an ideal characterization to characterize 2D materials, 

which can be used to determine the number and the quality of layers, strain, doping, 

disorder and functional groups. Compared to XTEM, no special sample preparation is 

needed. The measurement is fast and non-destructive. 

To confirm the two-dimensional nature of multilayer graphene and h-BN used in 

this experiment, I transferred one piece of multilayer graphene and one piece of 

multilayer h-BN on a 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate and collected the corresponding Raman 

spectra. I collected multiple Raman spectra at 8 randomly distributed locations for 

graphene and 3 randomly distributed locations for h-BN, which makes the collected 

data more convincing. Randomly selected multi-characterization points can also show 

the uniformity of materials, to ensure the low variability between the later fabricated 

devices.  

For graphene, the typical G peak and 2D peak prove that the number of layers of 

graphene is 3 to 5, and the lower D peak also proves the existence of local defects and 

lattice mismatch. D peak is related to elastic backscattering, and there is the peak with 

the highest intensity at the grain boundary, which can be attributed to translational 

symmetrical fracture or defect [175].  

For the h-BN, the Raman spectra show the typical E2g h-BN peak [176].  

In this proof experiment, the main purpose is to prove the uniformity of the 

layered structure and layer number distribution of graphene and h-BN.  

 

 

Figure 3.6 Raman signal of the transferred multilayer graphene and h-BN films 
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3.2 Fabrication of graphene/h-BN/graphene van der Waals structure memristor 

 

This chapter mainly introduces the device structure of the 2D material-based 

memristor to be prepared, the reasons for the selection of each layer of materials and 

their deposition methods. 

For 2D materials, I choose h-BN as the resistive switching medium because it is a 

reliable insulating material with a band gap of more than 5 eV. High resistivity also 

means a large switching ratio, which makes it possible to realize multilevel switching. I 

choose multilayer graphene as the insertion layer due to its high conductivity and its 

strong mechanical strength and small pore size that can limit the penetration of metal 

ions. Both the 3-5 layers of graphene and 15-18 layers of h-BN are grown on Cu foil by 

CVD and transferred by wet transfer. 

For the metal electrode, I choose Au as the inert bottom electrode and Ti as the 

active top electrode. Ti has been proved to be a reliable top electrode for h-BN based 

memristors. For the deposition method, I choose the electron beam evaporation method 

since it can successively evaporate two metals in a high vacuum environment without 

breaking the vacuum. This method is of great significance for the preparation of top 

electrode Au/Ti bilayer, because Ti is very active and very easy to be oxidized. The 

oxidized Ti will not only affect the device's performance but also cause a 

misinterpretation of the switching mechanism. In addition, the thermal evaporation 

method can not be used to evaporate metal Ti. 

Figure 3.7 shows the structural diagram of the van der Waals structure. The 

material and thickness from top to bottom are 40 nm Au/10 nm 

Ti/graphene/h-BN/graphene/40 nm Au/10 nm Ti/300 nm SiO2/Si. The active metal Ti 

layer on the top layer will participate in the resistive switching and penetrate into the 

switching medium to form conductive filaments during the set process. The bottom 

metal Ti layer is an adhesive layer, which makes the inert metal Au of the bottom 

electrode adhere better to the SiO2/Si substrate. The top inert metal Au will not 

participate in the resistive switching, which is mainly used to enhance the conductivity 

and prevent the oxidation of the active metal Ti. 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic of the van der Waals structured memristor 

 

For the cell structure of the memristor, I choose the crosspoint structure, because it 

is the right structure suitable for the industry to study resistive switching. Combined 

with photolithography, we can obtain devices of small size and convenient for the probe 

engagement of the probe station. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Schematic of fabrication of Au/Ti/graphene/h-BN/graphene/Au memristor 
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3.2.1 Preparation of the SiO2/Si substrate 

 

In this experiment, a silicon wafer with a 300 nm SiO2 layer is selected as the 

substrate and the wafer is cut into a size of 2 cm × 2 cm. The SiO2/Si substrate was 

cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone, ethanol and DI water respectively for 15 minutes. 

Among them, acetone and ethanol are used to dissolve and wash away the organic 

substances. DI water is used to remove potassium, sodium and other metal ions. Finally, 

rinse the substrate with running DI water and dry it with dry nitrogen gas. 

 

3.2.2 Fabrication of bottom electrodes 

 

The typical photolithography used for preparing metal electrodes is as followed: 

Firstly, spin coat and soft bake the positive photoresist on the cleaned SiO2/Si substrate 

with a spin speed of 500 rpm for 5 s and 3500 rpm for 45 s. The photoresist will be 

solidified and the solvent in the photoresist will be volatilized after 100 ℃ for 3 minutes 

of heating. Secondly, expose and pattern the photoresist with a mask aligner through a 

photomask. Under the existing conditions in our laboratory, the minimum linewidth of 2 

microns can be obtained. Thirdly, develop and remove the exposed area. The developer 

will remove the area exposed to the lights. Fourthly, deposit the bottom electrode by 

electron beam evaporation. The principle of electron beam evaporation is to evaporate 

the material sources by the high-energy electron beam. The chamber was always 

vacuumed to a high vacuum of 10-5 Torr to obtain a high-quality thin film. The 

instrument can continuously evaporate Ti and Au without breaking the vacuum to avoid 

the oxidation of the Ti layer. The physical parameters of metal evaporation are: 

 

Table 3.1 Evaporation parameters of the metal electrode 

Materials Vacuum level Power Rate 

Ti 10-5 Torr 5.1 % 0.2 Å/s 

Au 10-5 Torr 16.1 % 0.4 Å/s 

 

Finally, lift-off by acetone to show the bottom electrode. Each electrode consisted 

of one 100 μm × 100 μm metal pad for probe station tip engagement connected to a 

∼150 μm long wire, with a width of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 50 μm. 
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3.2.3 Bottom graphene transfer and pattern with negative photoresist 

 

To avoid the increase of the device area due to the conductivity of graphene, I 

need to limit the device area to the crosspoint area with negative photoresist and plasma 

etching. In the actual preparation process, I first use the same lithography mask as the 

bottom electrode to pattern a layer of negative glue with the same shape as the bottom 

electrode. During lithography, the same bottom electrode mask is used, but a pattern is 

offset accordingly, that is, 10 μm mask alignment of linewidth 5 μm Mask with m 

linewidth, 15 μm Mask alignment of linewidth 10 μm line width mask, and so on, as 

shown in Figure 3.9a. The schematic diagram and physical diagram of the patterned 

photoresist are shown. Then I dry etch the graphene without negative photoresist 

protection with 100 W oxygen plasma for 5 minutes (see Figure 3.9c). Compared with 

Figure 3.9b, we can see that the dark green multilayer graphene under the optical 

microscope has been etched clean. Although there are still some residual graphite 

islands, the high resistance under the electrical test indicates that the residual graphite 

are discontinuous and non-conductive. Finally, the negative photoresist is washed away 

by acetone to show a graphene layer with the same shape as the bottom electrode (see 

Fig. 3.9c and Fig. 3.9d). The graphene electrode with a slightly larger linewidth ensures 

the complete coverage of the bottom electrode without leakage. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Lithography shift alignment (a), and patterned negative photoresist covering 

the graphene on the bottom electrode (b). The width of the bottom electrode and 

photoresist are 5 µm and 10 µm, respectively. Optical images of the device after oxygen 

ion etching (c) and after photoresist removal (d). 
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3.2.4 Transfer the h-BN and top graphene layer 

 

Patterned h-BN is not required here because h-BN is an insulator and will not 

crosstalk with surrounding devices. 

 

3.2.5 Pattern deposit the top electrode 

 

The steps are the same as 3.2.2, but the mask shape rotates 90 ° with the top 

electrode to form a crosspoint structure to reduce the device area. 

 

3.2.6 Plasma defines the top graphene electrode 

 

The steps are the same as those in 3.2.3. At this time, the top electrode will be 

used as a mask for oxygen ion etching. 

 

 

3.3 Characterization of the crosspoint structure 

 

After the device is successfully fabricated, I characterized the morphology of the 

electrode structure respectively to ensure the correct transfer of 2D materials, obtain the 

correct intersection shape and obtain the accurate device area. 

After the device was prepared, I first confirmed that the intersection structure was 

accurately prepared by an optical microscope. Figure 4.1a below is the physical top 

view of the optical microscope of the prepared electrode intersection structure and its 

array. The intersection area of each column from left to right is 5 μm × 5 μm, 10 μm × 

10 μm, 15 μm × 15 μm, 20 μm × 20 μm, 25 μm × 25 μm and 50 μm × 50 μm. Each row 

has the same device area. The square metal plate used for the needle under the probe 

stage has an area of 100 μm × 100 μm. The top and bottom electrodes can be easily 

identified through the colour difference: the electrode with the metal plate on the left 

and the colour green is the bottom electrode under h-BN, while the electrode with the 

metal plate on the top and the colour gold is the top electrode without shelter. The lower 

left corner of the picture shows the crack of 2D material, and the line connected by 

black spots at the upper end of the image is the boundary of the transferred 2D material, 

indicating that the 2D material has been successfully transferred. 
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I also collected the SEM image of the crosspoint structure device to confirm the 

minimum area of the device. The SEM top view of the prepared device confirms that 

the area at the minimum intersection of the device is 5 μm × 5 μm. The boundary of the 

electrode is clear and free of burrs, indicating that the maturity and reliability of the 

lithography and lift-off process are relatively high. The wrinkles on the electrode also 

confirmed that the 2D material was successfully transferred. The dielectric and 

electrode surfaces are also relatively clean without excessive metal and polymer 

residues, indicating that the transfer step of 2D materials is well implemented. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Optical and SEM images of the crosspoint array and single device 

 

 

3.4 Electrical characterization of the van der Waals device 

 

The electrical characterization of the experiment was obtained by a standard room 

temperature probe station and semiconductor parameter analyzer. Electrical tests are to 

apply ramped voltage stress (RVS) to the top electrode and keep the bottom electrode 

grounded. The application of this voltage direction is helpful for us to judge the active 

electrode involved in the positioning process. Since the h-BN on the bottom electrode is 

not etched, two probes on the same bottom electrode are needed to confirm the Ohmic 

connection between the ground tip and the bottom electrode.  
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3.4.1 Analysis of forming process 

 

I first analysed the electrical forming process of the device, which is the first 

current-voltage (I-V) curve of a fresh device. Generally, the forming process requires a 

voltage higher than the subsequent set voltage. The electrical forming curve in Figure 

3.11a shows that the initial resistance state of the fresh device is HRS, and the current is 

about 10-7 A at 0.1 V, A sudden current jump to the CC of 1 mA can be detected until 

the voltage rises to 5 V, indicating the occurrence of the first dielectric breakdown of 

the h-BN insulating layer. To confirm that the initial high resistance depends on the 

h-BN layer, I prepared the control sample of structure Au/Ti/graphene/graphene/Au: the 

initial high current of the sample further confirmed that the sharp increase of the current 

lies in the breakdown of the h-BN, which also shows that the out-of-plane current of 

multilayer graphene can be ignored. 

To study the relationship between the forming process and device area, we define 

the voltage at the maximum current slope as breakdown voltage (VBD), and the 

maximum current before breakdown is the breakdown current (IBD). Through the 

statistical analysis of the data results from 17 devices, I found that the smaller the 

device area, the higher VBD needed, and the smaller IBD needed. as shown in Figure 

3.11b and Figure 3.11c. These observations are consistent with the percolation theory 

[1], that the breakdown event generates one or more conductive nanofilaments (CNFs) 

at the place/s with the electrically weaker locations. A larger device has a higher chance 

to encounter these areas with weak electrical performance, which leads to lower VBD 

and higher IBD. There is a high probability that these electrically weak locations are the 

defects indicated by the green arrow in the XTEM image and the high current region in 

the CAFM current map, which is also the preferred switching region for subsequent 

resistive switching. 

 

Figure 3.11 Analysis of forming of Au/Ti/graphene/h-BN/graphene/Au memristor 
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3.4.2 Tristate operation 

 

After the device is electrically formed, I apply a cyclic RVS with opposite polarity 

(set process with CC, reset without CC). The device shows a stable bipolar RS with a 

device area of 5 μm × 5 μm. The memristor with Au/Ti/graphene/h-BN/graphene/Au 

structure usually displays two resistive states, while the LRS can be adjusted by the 

value of CC and the HRS can be tuned by VRESET to realize multilevel storage. When a 

relatively high CC of 5 mA, the device switches between HRS and LRS. When using a 

relatively low CC of 0.5 mA, the device switches between the HRS and the LRS with 

low conductivity, which we name soft LRS (S-LRS). The VSET of the device is stable at 

about 3.5 V, while VRESET is about - 1 V under the high CC of 5 mA and about - 3.5 V 

under the low CC of 0.5 mA. Interestingly, in this experiment, when using CC 1 mA, 

these three resistive states are randomly shown in different cycles. Although it is a 

well-known behaviour to observe a higher current in the memristor when a higher CC is 

applied, which is related to the formation of wider CNF on the dielectric, metastable 

tristate RS has never been reported before for any 2D materials-based memristor. At the 

same time, two obvious current drops can be seen in the reset process under the 5 mA 

high CC, highlighted by the blue circle, indicating that LRS can be adjusted to S-LRS or 

HRS depending on the value of the VRESET. 

I drew the three-dimensional structure diagram of the device status under different 

resistive states and analyzed the structure and composition of the CNFs in the dielectric 

layer. Among them, the main components of the conductive filaments are the active Ti 

metal. When the device is in the HRS, there are only random defect states in the 

dielectric layer. When the device is set to LRS under high CC, a large number of Ti ions 

are drifted into the h-BN by the electric field. Then the Ti ions will be reduced to form 

one or more wide CNFs when they are approaching the bottom electrode. A limited 

number of boron vacancies (green ball) are driven by electron wind at the defective 

regions of h-BN. The LRS can be reset back to the HRS under a high IRESET of value 

~10 mA, which indicates the CNF is disrupted by the Joule heat. When the device is set 

to S-LRS under low CC, a nano-sized conductive filament is formed in the dielectric 

layer. The S-LRS can be reset to HRS under the influence of ion migration under the 

high electric field. In addition, LRS can also be reset to HRS or S-LRS by adjusting the 

VRESET and S-LRS can be further set to the LRS by increasing the CC, to realize the 

switching between any two of these three resistive states. 
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Figure 3.12 Tristate operation by controlling the CC and VRESET 

 

In the following three consecutive sections, I will further statistically analyze the 

detailed working condition, including the resistance level, simulation of the I-V curves 

and the device reliability. 

 

 

3.4.3 Two-state operation between HRS and S-LRS under CC 0.5 mA 

 

Figure 3.13a shows 50 consecutive I-V curves of typical two-state RS between 

HRS and S-LRS under CC of 0.5 mA. Figure 3.13b shows the cumulative probability 

plot of RHRS and RS‑LRS (read at 0.1 V). It can be observed that there is no overlap 

between the resistance of HRS and S-LRS, which indicates that the peripheral circuit 

can effectively and reliably distinguish the two resistive states. In addition, HRS 

showed a lower variability than S-LRS. In figure 3.13c, we statistically analyzed the 

VSET and VRESET of each cycle and found that the variability of the VSET is larger than 

that of VRESET. 
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Figure 3.13 Two-state operation with CC 0.5 mA 

 

3.4.4 Tristate operation under CC 1 mA 

 

When the CC is increased to 1 mA, HRS can be randomly switched to S-LRS or 

LRS. Figure 3.14a shows the 150 I-V curves between HRS and S-LRS and Figure 3.14b 

shows 150 I-V curves between HRS and LRS, respectively. The two sets of curves are 

collected in the same device and separated based on the two different RS characteristics. 

Comparing the figure 3.14a and figure 3.14b, the reset process from LRS shows a more 

abrupt current drop, while the reset process of S-LRS is more gentle, indicating the 

different switching mechanism by Joule heat produced by high current or ion drift by 

the high electric field. 

Figure 3.14c shows the experimental measurement curves and corresponding 

fitting curves of three different resistive states. The solid blue line, solid dark yellow 

line, and solid red line correspond to the experimental I−V curves measured in the HRS, 

S-LRS, and LRS, respectively.  

By introducing the quantum conductance G0, I qualitatively evaluated the three 

different resistance states. Quantum conductance refers to the conductance of a 

single-channel quantum wire under ballistic transport, that is, the conductance of a 

single atom-wide continuous conductive filament. G0 is a constant value equal to 77.5 

μS [177], which is plotted as the gray dash line in figure 3.14c. When the conductance 

of the device is much greater than G0, we believe that the CNF in the dielectric layer has 

been completely formed. When the conductance of the device is less than G0, the CNF 

between the top and bottom electrodes is not fully formed. When the conductivity of the 

device is close to G0, we believe that one or more nanoscale conductive filaments are 

formed between the top and bottom electrodes [177]. With a reading voltage of 0.1 V, 

the resistance of S-LRS is calculated at ~ 104 Ω and that in LRS is ~ 102 Ω (see dark 
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yellow and red spheres). In the S-LRS, the conductance at low voltage is similar to the 

G0 in some cycles slightly above and in others slightly below the G0. This observation 

indicates that the width of the CNF is atomic scale. In the LRS, the conductance of the 

CNF is orders of magnitude higher than G0, indicating that CNF has been fully formed 

and expanded laterally. The difference between each resistive state is sufficient to be 

distinguished by peripheral circuits (see Figure 3.14e, f). 

To better understand the charge transport mechanisms, the I−V curves in each 

resistive state have been fitted to different conduction modes across the h-BN stack 

using the SIM2RRAM simulator. SIM2RRAM simulator is a physical model developed 

by Dr Marco A. Villena for memristor simulation. The model is obtained by combining 

a variety of electron conduction models on the premise of understanding the resistance 

variation mechanism. Although the model was initially used for HfOx-based memristors, 

with the help of Dr Marco, we extended the application of the simulator to the field of 

2D materials. 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Tristate operation between HRS, LRS and S-LRS in 

Au/Ti/graphene/h-BN/graphene/Au cross point memristor. 

 

Firstly, the relationship between current and voltage in the LRS is very consistent 

with Ohm's law, a linear relationship between current and voltage, which clearly shows 

that the electron conduction model in the state is based on the CNF.  
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Secondly, hybrid quantum point contact (QPC) model was used to fit the current 

in the S-LRS. The conduction of the CNF is described by the Ohmic conduction of the 

CNF (fully or partially formed) plus QPC conduction along the interface CNF/electrode. 

The fitting line of S-LRS is plotted as empty dark yellow squares, and the current 

follows the expression (1): 

 

𝐼𝑆−𝐿𝑅𝑆 =
𝑁

𝑅0+𝑁𝑅𝑠
𝑉 +

𝑁−𝑛

𝑒𝛼(𝑅0+𝑁𝑅𝑠)
𝑙𝑛 [

𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝛼[𝜑−𝛽𝑒(𝑉−𝐼𝑅𝑠)]}+1

𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝛼[𝜑−(1−𝛽)𝑒(𝑉−𝐼𝑅𝑠)]}+1
]    (1) 

 

where N is the total number of partially formed CNF and n is the number of fully 

formed CNF. R0 and RS are quantum resistance (G0
-1) and the series resistance, 

respectively. α Is the barrier thickness of the Fermi level, β represents the potential 

fraction drops in the barrier, and φ is the barrier height from the Fermi level. R0 can be 

easily calculated, and its value is 1/G0 = 12.9 kΩ. RS is calculated from the reset I-V 

curve with the highest conductivity before the reset process (i.e. the resistance of 

reading voltage 0.1 V in LRS), and the calculated value is 150 Ω. For N →∞, n = 0, α =  

3.6, β = 1 and φ = 1.9 eV, the I-V curve in S-LRS is completely consistent with 

equation 1. The barrier parameters (α, β, and φ) used are in line with those used in 

previous RS studies, and the use of N → ∞ and n = 0 indicates that the CNF is almost 

formed but there is still a potential barrier at the CNF/electrode interface. 

 

Finally, the I-V curves measured in the HRS fit with the Poole-Frenkel 

conduction model [178] as described in equation 2: 

 

𝐼𝐻𝑅𝑆 = 𝑎𝐸𝑒

−𝑞(𝑞𝜙𝐵−√
𝑞
𝜋𝜖
𝐸)

𝑘𝐵𝑇        (2) 

where q is the elementary charge, ε is the dielectric constant of the material (h-BN 

in our case), ϕB is the barrier height of the trap state (0.4 eV), T is the temperature, and 

KB is the Boltzmann constant. The fitting parameter a is related to the diameter of 

partially formed CNF and electronic drift mobility. The non-measured parameter a has 

been obtained by fitting the I-V curve collected in the experiment with a value is 4.5× 

10-8 C2 N-1 s-1. The fitting curve in the high resistance state is drawn in figure 3.14c 

using empty blue circles. The Poole Frenkel model in the HRS state can be explained by 

the defects remaining in the dielectric layer after the reset process. 
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With CC 1 mA, there will be the coexistence of three resistive states. The 

probability cumulative distribution plot is distinguished according to the distribution 

density of resistive states, which is indeed subjective. However, in actual operation, 

only when the CC is 5 mA and 0.5 mA, the resistive switching behaviour is highly 

controllable. 

 

3.4.5 Typical two-state resistance under CC 5 mA 

 

When the CC is further increased to 5 mA, the device shows a typical two-state 

resistance change between HRS and LRS. Figure 3.15a shows 100 continuous I-V cycle 

curves. The switching current ratio (ILRS/IHRS) read at 0.1 V is greater than one order of 

magnitude (Figure 3.15b), and its cycle-to-cycle variability allows reliable identification 

of each resistive state (Figure 4.6c). Further analysis of Vset and Vreset also shows that 

the variability is acceptable for memristive technologies, compared with memristors 

based on HfO2. All I-V curves show reproducible LRS current after each set event. (see 

the orange circle in Figure 3.15a), indicating that the CNF formed in each cycle is stable. 

This observation is related to the use of a high CC of 5 mA, which forms a wide and 

stable conductive filament. 

 

 

Figure 3.15 Two-state operation between HRS and LRS with CC 5 mA  
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It is worth noting that even if the device works under high CC, such as 5 mA, it 

can still return to the two-state resistance between HRS and S-LRS through the reset 

process, indicating that the device can switch between any two states, and each 

resistance direction is reversible. 

It is worth noting that I designed two groups of comparative experiments to find 

the necessity of device area miniaturization and graphene intercalation for the 

realization of multilevel memristor, and listed the possible causes and as well as the 

subsequent suggestions for multilevel RS experiment in Table 3.2. In the first group of 

comparison experiments, I constructed a memristor with Au/Ti/ 

graphene/h-BN/graphene/Au van der Waals structure, but the size is larger of 100 μm × 

100 μm. For any current limitation device, there is no metastable tristate operation. The 

reason may be that the size of those devices is similar to the grain size of the 

polycrystalline Cu foils on which the h-BN was grown [179]. Grain boundaries, 

resulting in more defects (e.g. pentagonal and heptagonal bonding, atomic deletion). In 

such case, the devices contain portions of h-BN that was grown on a Cu grain boundary 

(GB) and that results in a higher amount of defectives (i.e., pentagonal and heptagonal 

bonding, missing atoms). The existence of these defects makes the dielectric strength of 

the large-area h-BN insufficient to induce S-LRS. Graphene devices are more prone to 

breakdown at the grain boundary area. This observation also evidences that when using 

2D materials, observations in large devices with areas ≥104 μm2 cannot be directly 

extrapolated to miniaturized (area ≈ 1 μm2) devices and vice versa. In the second group 

of comparison experiments, I constructed a structure with the same small device area 5 

μm × 5 μm metal/h-BN/metal devices (without graphene intercalation) also do not show 

tristate operation (even when similar CC is used), which means that the existence of 

graphene is very important and indispensable to reduce the penetration of metal into the 

h-BN dielectric layer and reduce the size of CNF to form S-LRS. 
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Table 3.2 Importance of device miniaturization and graphene insertion 

 
Large size (100 μm × 100 μm) 

with Graphene 

Small size (5 μm × 5 μm) 

without graphene 

Tristate 

operation 
No No 

Possible 

reason 

Device size is similar to the grain 

size of the polycrystalline Cu 

foils. 2D films grown on Cu grain 

boundary are electrically weaker 

to have enough dielectric strength 

to induce S-LRS. 

Graphene layer is needed to 

constrain the ion diffusion to 

stabilize the S-LRS. 

Suggestion 
Crosspoint structure is 

recommended for RS. 

Graphene insertion is 

recommended for stabilization. 
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3.4.6 Device failure analysis 

 

Usually, the device will fail in the HRS with crosspoint area broken. After the 

device is set to LRS, the Joule heat generated by an excessive reset current (higher than 

10 mA) will make the material thermally expand and permanently damage the device. 

This phenomenon is more likely to occur at the crosspoint region and the minimum line 

width region. As shown in Figure 3.16a, after several normal cycles of I-V curves, the 

memristor suddenly drops to an ultra-high resistance state (resistance is about 1010 Ω) 

after reaching a high current of 0.1 A in the fourth reset process, which is highlighted by 

the golden circle. The device cannot be set back to the LRS again in the subsequent 

setting process. Later, the SEM image at the crosspoint area shows the material fracture 

occurred between the bottom electrode and the top electrode, and some metal materials 

and 2D materials expanded and disappeared, thus forming a physical open circuit and 

behaving as an ultra-high resistance state electrically. It indicates that the Joule heat will 

damage the device and cause device failure. 

The preliminary work of our group shows that the failure rate of the device will be 

effectively reduced by baking the device at 85 ℃ for 5 minutes before the test and 

removing the moisture that may be attached to the device after long-time exposure to 

the air [180]. 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Device failure analysis 
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3.5 Conclusions and prospect 

 

In conclusion, we have fabricated matrixes of 5 μm × 5 μm cross-point 

Au/Ti/G/h-BN/G/Au memristors that exhibit tristate operation depending on the CL and 

the reset voltage used. This operation has not been observed in similar Au/Ti/ 

G/h-BN/G/Au devices with larger size (100 μm × 100 μm) nor in graphene-free 5 μm × 

5 μm Au/Ti/h-BN/Au devices. These observations indicate (respectively) that 

miniaturization of 2D material-based memristors is essential to monitor the real 

performances of the devices (e.g., tristate operation) and that graphene can limit ionic 

exchange between the metallic electrode and the h-BN (RS medium) to allow the 

formation of an additional S-LRS. All the results have been confirmed statistically in 

more than 40 memristors with different device areas, which have been fabricated using 

a scalable and industry-compatible CVD method.  

As Academician, Wu Hanming mentioned in his lecture at the information and 

electronic engineering frontier forum of the Chinese Academy of Engineering on May 

16, 2020: "when the integrated circuit process node reaches 2 nm, the 2D and even 

lower dimensional materials will shine". 2D materials have a broad future, and 2D 

material-based multi-resistive state memristors have unlimited possibilities in the future. 

 

Figure 3.15a shows an obvious current overshoot, which causes the current in the 

I-V curve under negative bias to be greater than the CC used during the set process. 

From a technical point of view, using a transistor in series with a memristor (1T1R) 

structure to reduce the current overshoot will provide better control of the size of the 

conductive wire and slow down the irreversible and irreducible lateral expansion of the 

conductive wire. Therefore, this will improve the durability of the equipment; Using the 

1T1R structure is obviously the right way to avoid overshoot. However, combining a 

2D material-based memristor with a transistor is a very complex task, and so far, only a 

few teams have been able to achieve it. Because the 1T1R structure based on 2D 

materials has higher complexity, I described my attempt in this direction in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4: Hybrid 2D/CMOS microchips for 

memristive technologies 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials could be employed to fabricate advanced 

integrated circuits, owing to their excellent electronic and thermal properties. However, 

most studies were limited to the fabrication and characterization of single devices, often 

fabricated with techniques that are incompatible with the omnipresent complementary 

metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology (such as mechanical exfoliation). It is 

really difficult to implement the real applications, even just for a scientific 

demonstration, especially since the system is composed of several building blocks. For 

example, S. Wachter and his collaborators developed a 2D materials-based 

microprocessor, although the yield of each building block is high as 80%, the whole 

circuit only has a limited overall yield of a few percentage [181]. A hybrid system can 

take advantage of novel devices and materials and mature technology.  

Here we present an industry-compatible approach to fabricate high-density 

high-performance CMOS/2D materials hybrid microchips by transferring the 2D 

material on an unfinished silicon wafer containing the CMOS components and wires 

and finalizing the circuits by patterning the top electrodes and wires. As an example, we 

use insulating multilayer hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) to fabricate crossbar arrays of 

memristors that are connected in series to CMOS transistors. We observe that the 

CMOS transistors remarkably improve the performance of the h-BN memristors 

because they can completely remove the overshoot, allowing for the first time the 

observation of non-filamentary switching in h-BN. As a result, we present the longest 

endurance and best conductance controllability ever reported for any 2D materials based 

memristor. The hybrid CMOS/2D materials one-transistor-one-memristor cells also 

exhibit spike-timing-dependent-plasticity, which is suitable for the implementation of 

spiking neural networks with high accuracy and low power consumption during image 

classification. This reliable approach to build high-density hybrid CMOS/2D materials 

microchips paves the way toward future 2D electronics. 
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4.2 Fabrication of hybrid 2D/CMOS memristive microchips 

 

Our silicon microchips have been designed via Synopsys software and fabricated 

in 200mm silicon wafers in an industrial clean room using a CMOS technology of the 

180nm node (see Figure 4.1). Each microchip is 2cm×2cm and contains multiple 

circuits, ranging from 5×5 crossbar arrays of 1T1M cells to operational amplifiers and 

other peripheral hardware for the control of memristive neural networks.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Photos of the wafer containing the CMOS circuitry and one identical 

functional chip 

 

Columns 1 and 2 are for the single memristors. The blue box highlights one single 

memristor. Columns 3~8 are for the single 1T1M. The red box highlights one single 

1T1M cell. The two matrixes at the right are for the 1T1M 5×5 crossbar array. The 

green box highlights one crossbar array. 

  

 

Figure 4.2 Optical microscope image of the interested area and mask design 
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The CMOS circuits have been designed to integrate the memristors at the BEOL 

interconnections, i.e., the microchips have been terminated at the fourth metallization 

layer and have been left without passivation. Hence, oxide naturally grows on the 

wafers when they are extracted from the industrial clean room (see Figure 4.3), which 

can be easily etched away using a hydrofluoric acid solution, which exposes the 

tungsten vias of the fourth metallization layer. Then, a ~18-layers-thick sheet of h-BN 

(~6nm) was transferred onto the microchip using a low-temperature process. Another 

photolithography was used to expose the h-BN on the bottom electrode with a dry 

etching method of Ar/O2 plasma 300W for 10 minutes. Finally, top electrodes made of 

3 nm Ti and 40 nm Au were deposited on the memristors to finalize the circuits, and the 

h-BN on the contact pads was etched. As the tungsten vias have a diameter of ~260nm, 

the lateral size of the resulting Au/Ti/h-BN/W memristors was, at most, 0.053µm2. For 

the as-received chip, only the vias (the bottom electrode highlighted in the white circle 

and the active via highlighted in the red circle) are exposed to the surface.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Optical images of as-received and fabricated 1M region with structure 

Au/Ti/h-BN/W, and detailed fabrication procedure. 
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Figure 4.4 shows the optical images of as-received and with memristros integrated 

1T1M crossbar region. The optical microscope images reveal that the h-BN sheet does 

not crack during the transfer; this is an important advantage of using ~6-nm-thick 2D 

layered materials, and it remarkably increases the yield of the devices and circuits. 

Topographic maps are collected by AFM of the vias in the 5×5 crossbar arrays on the 

wafers as-received, after native oxide etching, and after the transfer of the h-BN sheet. 

The AFM image shows limited wrinkles after the h-BN transfer, and none of them 

passes through the active vias. The last optical image shows the zoon-in image of a 

finished 5×5 crossbar array of 1T1M.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Optical images of as-received and integrated 1T1M crossbar array 
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Figure 4.5 shows a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) cross-sectional 

scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) image of a 1T1M cell in the 

crossbar array. Although the technology node is 180 nm, the transistor size is specially 

designed with a width of 1 µm and length of 0.5 µm to achieve a high current for 

memristor operation. The correct layered structure of the h-BN stack is confirmed 

before and after transfer via cross-sectional TEM. Nano-chemical analyses via electron 

energy loss spectroscopy demonstrate the correct h-BN film composition, and also 

reveal that the 3-nm-thick Ti layer is rich in oxygen; this indicates that this layer may 

have probably formed TiOX to some extent, which could have some effect on the 

electrical characteristics of the devices. The inset, which is 20nm×16nm, shows a 

cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy image of the Au/Ti/h-BN/W 

memristor on the via; the correct layered structure of h-BN can be seen. Some typical 

local defects of CVD-grown h-BN can be observed which contribute to the confined 

resistive switching region, as explained in Chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 HAADF STEM image of a 1T1M cell in the crossbar array, and 

corresponding TEM, EELS mapping and profile. 
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4.3 Electrical characterization of the hybrid h-BN/CMOS-based chip 

 

4.3.1 Isolated memristor 

 

Next, we characterize the electronic properties of isolated memristors and 

compare them to the 1T1M cells. Figure 4.6 shows that, after a forming process at ~2V, 

the isolated Au/Ti/h-BN/W memristors exhibit non-volatile bipolar resistive switching 

(RS) with low reset voltage (VRESET) -0.668±0.040V and set voltage (VSET) 

0.599±0.048V. The variability is quantified by calculating the coefficient of variance 

(CV), i.e., the mean value (µ) divided by the standard deviation (σ), and it gives 8.05% 

for VSET and 5.94% for VRESET. Compared to other memristors of the same size these 

values are amongst the best15-17, although similar values have been achieved in 

memristors of larger size. The switching mechanism in this type of device is filamentary, 

as demonstrated by: the high conductance of the device above the quantum conductance 

(G0, 7.748×10-5S), the abrupt reset, and the good fitting to the quantum point contact 

model. The conductive filament is formed by the penetration of TiX+ ions from the top 

Au/Ti electrode into the h-BN when a positive bias is applied — note that in 

metal-oxides the movement of oxygen ions can form a metallic path, but this cannot 

happen in h-BN because it does not contain metallic atoms. However, the endurance of 

the isolated h-BN memristors is very limited (i.e., ~100 cycles), as in many other studies, 

in great part due to the poor controllability of the current across the memristor and the 

overshoot produced during the dielectric breakdown event. 

 

Figure 4.6 Non-volatile bipolar RS for Au/Ti/h-BN/Au standalone memristor. 
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4.3.2 Isolated 1T 

 

The CMOS transistor in the 1T1M cell can precisely control the current across the 

Au/Ti/h-BN/W memristor and avoid the current overshoot caused during the dielectric 

breakdown, which results in outstanding performance. Figure 4.7 shows the optical 

image of a standalone transistor before (up) and after (down) its fabrication. First, we 

obtain the output characteristic of the standalone CMOS transistor by applying a 

constant voltage to the gate (VG) and ramped voltage stresses (RVS) to the drain (VDS), 

and measuring the drain-to-source current (IDS); the CMOS transistor works correctly as 

expected with current level 600 µA under VG 4 V.  

 

 

Figure 4.7 Optical image of a standalone transistor and its output characteristic 

 

 

4.3.3 h-BN/CMOS based 1T1M cells 

 

We measure the 1T1M cell by applying RVS at the top Au/Ti electrode of the 

memristor while keeping the source terminal of the transistor grounded and 

simultaneously applying a constant VG. When using VG=0.5V we observe volatile 

unipolar RS with VSET=6.39±0.14V and VRESET=4.13±0.08V (see Figure 4.8); hence, 

the cycle-to-cycle variability of the switching voltages is extremely low, i.e., the CV of 

VSET and VRESET are 2.19% and 1.93% respectively. The resistances in high resistive 

state (RHRS) and low resistive state (RLRS) are high (~1010 and ~106Ω, read at 5V) — 

which is good to reduce the power consumption —, the RHRS/RLRS ratio is >104 and the 

state transitions are highly nonlinear (i.e., the slope is ~13mV/decade). All these 

observations indicate the formation of an unstable conductive nanofilament (CNF) 
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across the h-BN that relaxes at low voltages, as similar behaviours have been readily 

observed in multilayer h-BN, but never in ultra-thin TiOX. The currents in both states 

can be well fitted using the QSM model, further supporting the filamentary switching. 

This volatile unipolar RS performance is very attractive for the construction of leaky 

integrate-and-fire electronic neurons for spiking neural networks (SNNs). 

When VG≥1.5V the 1T1M cell exhibit typical non-volatile bipolar RS (see Figure 

2h) very similar to that of the standalone memristor, but with much higher state 

resistances (i.e., RHRS ~20 GΩ and RLRS ~100 kΩ). The good fitting to the QSM model 

in LRS indicates that a CNF is effectively formed across the h-BN, although the lack of 

an abrupt set transition suggests that the RS may be related to the modulation of the 

width of the CNF, rather than its entire disruption. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Electrical characteristics of a h-BN/CMOS based 1T1M cell  
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4.3.3.1 Endurance 

 

Endurance is defined as the ability or number of cycles to rewrite data multiple 

times before the resistance fatigues to an unacceptable value. 

The endurance plot can be extracted from I-V curves by selecting the read voltage 

(normally use at 0.1 V) and dividing it by the current in HRS and LRS. Hundreds of 

cycles are enough to demonstrate the idea. 

The real endurance plot should be collected by pulse mode with minimum 

measurement points. Here I use B1500 as an example. One typical bipolar cycle has 4 

pulses with the sequence of “Read-Write-Read-Erase” and another Read pulse from the 

next cycle. The first Read pulse is used to confirm the initial state of the device, and the 

second and third pulses are used to confirm whether the device is switched on or 

switched off correctly. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Reduce the measurement point to measure endurance 

 

Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the pre-test and endurance results of 1T1M 

cells with memristor structure Au/Ti/h-BN/Au and Au/h-BN/Au, respectively. Both of 

them can show several millions of cycles.  
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Figure 4.10 Endurance of Au/Ti/h-BN/W 1T1M cell 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Endurance of Au/h-BN/W 1T1M cell 
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Note that the RHRS/RLRS ratio in this plot is lower than that measured in the I-V 

curves because in pulsed voltage stress mode the Keysight B1500A semiconductor 

parameter analyser only offers a current dynamic range of 3 orders of magnitude. The 

top plot has been collected by applying pulses of 6V (in LRS) and 0.1V (in HRS), and 

shows a RHRS/RLRS ratio of ~30. This value can be improved to ~1000 when applying 

5V (in LRS) and 0.5V (in HRS). In both cases, the duration of the pulses and the 

interval time between them was 0.1ms, and VG=0.5V.   

 

If we take 0.2 million cycles as an example. If the pulse width (tw) is 100 µs, the 

time for one complete cycle is 800 µs (4 pulses and 4 segments). For 0.2 million cycles, 

the total length of the pulse trains (t0.2M) is 160s (200,000cycles × 8×10-4s/cycle = 160s). 

However, the real measurement including the data saving/delay time is 2.15 hours for 

the old machine bought in 2015 and 0.65 hours for the new machine bought in 2021. 

 

Table 4.1 Time considerations for endurance measurement 

 tw t0.2M Real time Real time/cycle If 106 If 108 If 1010 

Old 100µs 160s 2.15h 38.7ms 10.75h 44.8days 12.3years 

New 100µs 160s 0.65h 11.7ms 3.25h 13.5days 3.71years 

 

One practical one to measure endurance is to measure all data points in millions of 

cycles. Beyond millions of cycles, we only apply pulse trains but don’t measure them. 

This will save a huge amount of time since 93.2% of the measurement time (even for 

the most updated instrument) is wasted on the data saving and delay time. After a 

certain number of cycles, we measure several cycles to confirm whether they are still 

working or not. [182] 
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4.3.3.2 Switching time 

 

Switching time is defined as the time needed to switch from HRS to LRS, or LRS 

to HRS. 

For pulse width ≥ 1 µs, the WGFMU mode of B1500 has enough resolution to 

distinguish the resistance change in the middle of the write pulses. Confirmed by the 

first read pulse, the device starts from HRS and shows a sudden current increase after 

applying to write pulses. The set time (tSET) is defined as the time from half of the write 

pulse to half of the current increase. More measurement points are suggested to see 

clearly the shift between states. Compared with Au/Ti/h-BN/W 1T1M cell, Ag/h-BN/W 

1T1M cell shows a much faster switching time with a smaller operation voltage. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Switching time of Au/Ti/h-BN/W 1T1M cell 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Switching time of Ag/h-BN/W 1T1M cell 
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For pulse width < 1 µs, the settling time problem get much more critical. Even for 

a high current measurement range of 1 mA, it takes the current 300 ns to be stable. One 

ex-situ method is used to evaluate the switching time. We first use I-t with a small 

constant bias VREAD to measure the initial resistance. Then apply a pulse with a short 

width, in this case, 10 ns. After the pulse operation, we measure the resistance again. If 

the device can be switched properly, then the switching time should be smaller than the 

applied pulse width.  

Figure 4.14 shows an example of using ex-situ method to measure the switching 

time of Au/h-BN/Au 1M cell. From the I-t tests before and after a 10 ns pulse operation, 

we can see the device was successfully reset back to HRS, although we cannot see the 

in-situ transition from the step 2 measurement.  

Also from the truth that the h-BN based 1M cell can be switched by a 10 ns wide 

pulse, the µs or hundreds of ns switching time of 1T1M cell could be slower by the 

transistor and memristor integration. Better industrial level integration could help to 

increase the operation speed.  

 

 

Figure 4.14 Switching time of Au/h-BN/Au single memristor cell using ex-situ method 

 

It is worth noting that the minimum pulse width can be applied by B1500 with 

WGFMU is 10 ns. The characterization of shorter switching time needs special tools 

including a picosecond pulse generator to apply pulse stress and a high bandwidth 

oscilloscope (bandwidth at least 2 GHz. 20 GHz is recommended) to measure the 

switching time [183-185]. 
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4.3.3.3 Retention 

 

Retention is defined as the ability to store data or resistance after the operation 

stress was removed for a period of time at a specified temperature. 

Current versus time pot collected at a constant voltage of 0.1V with room 

temperature after reset processes at different voltages, showing that multiple states can 

be programmed and that they are stable over time. VG=1V. 

 

Figure 4.15 Retention of multilevel Au/Ti/h-BN/Au 1T1M cell  

 

The desired data retention for RS-based NVM technologies is 10 years at 85 ℃ 

[44]. Here I also add the retention of the LRS read at 85 ℃. The device shows large 

read noise after 2,000 seconds. It is worth noting that even after 6,000 seconds, the 

device just shows large noise without fully degrading to HRS. The right plot is 

measured immediately after the left measurement, further confirm the LRS is not 

degraded. The noise could originate from the tip engagement or integration between the 

transistor and the memristor. 

  

Figure 4.16 Retention of LRS read at 85 ℃ 
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4.3.3.4 Threshold switching behaviour 

 

Here we also measure the threshold endurance data of the Au/Ti/h-BN/Au 1T1M 

cell. Figure 4.17 shows the volatile switching behavior in both dc and pulse mode. With 

VREAD of 0.1V, the window is cleaner, but the on-off ratio is smaller. However for the 

high resistive state. we are just measuring the noise level. With VREAD of 0.5V the 

window will be enlarged. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17 Volatile RS in the h-BN based 1T1M cell under the VG 0.5 V 
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4.3.3.5 Multilevel switching capability 

 

For Au/Ti/h-BN/W 1T1M cell, the values of RHRS, RLRS and RLRS/RHRS can be 

accurately controlled in three different ways: by tuning the duration of the write pulse 

(see Figure 4.18), by tuning the amplitude of the write pulse (Figure 4.19 left), and by 

tuning the amplitude of the erase pulse (see Figure 4.19 right).  

The first two methods adjust the value of RLRS, while the third one adjusts the 

value of RHRS. This allows us to program multiple resistive states between the most 

conductive RLRS and the most resistive RHRS and to achieve a nearly analogue transition 

between them. Each state can have a high endurance of millions of cycles, and in total, 

6.5 million cycles have been measured from the same Au/Ti/h-BN/W 1T1M cell 

between different resistance levels. 

 

 

Figure 4.18 Different write pulse widths are selected to enlarge the on-off ratio and 

corresponding endurance 
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Figure 4.19 The resistance vs. the pulse amplitude of write and erase operation 

 

 

4.3.3.6 Spike-timing-dependent-plasticity (STDP) 

 

Furthermore, the 1T1M cells with Au/Ti/h-BN/W memristors exhibit spike-timing 

dependent plasticity (STDP) when applying PVS displaced in time at the input and 

output. This non-volatile RS performance is very attractive to construct electronic 

synapses for SNNs; this type of networks has become very attractive because they 

consume less energy than traditional deep neural networks, due to the method in which 

information is codified (i.e., as short voltage spikes instead of constant voltages). 

The measurement of the STDP adopts the methodology published by M. 

Maestro-Izquierdo [187]. Here I show the detailed voltage programming sequence to 

induce STDP functionality in the CMOS/h-BN based 1T1M cell. The device is first 

initialized to the same conductance level, which is recorded as Gpre. Then apply the 

combined pulses shown in Figure 4.20 starting from Δt = -1 ms. The grey, red and blue 

lines represent pre-, post and combined spikes. Pre- means the spike is applied on the 

top electrode of the memristor, while post- means the spike is applied on the source 

electrode of the transistor. For simplicity, we applied the combined spike on the top 

electrode, and keep the bottom electrode ground. The time delay Δt is defined by Δt = 

tpost – tpre. When Δt >0, pre-spike comes before post-spike. When Δt <0, pre-spike comes 

after post-spike. Then the final state or conductance will be read and recorded as Gpost. 

Then repeat the initiation-program-read process described above but with an increased 

Δt with a step of 0.1 ms or 0.2 ms. The conductance change ΔG is defined as ΔG = (Gpost 

– Gpre)/Gpre. 
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Figure 4.20 Detailed voltage programming sequence to induce STDP functionality in 

the h-BN based 1T1M cell 

 

Figure 4.21 shows the STDP of the Au/Ti/h-BN/W 1T1M cell. The same initial 

conductances are plotted under the right y-axis. The asymmetric STDP characteristic of 

the h-BN based 1T1M cell is fitted with the STDP model presented in the inset. The 

fitting parameters are: A-=-0.03x10-6, A+=0.21x10-6, τ+=0.35 msec. and τ-=0.5 msec. To 

account for the device-to-device variability, we included a 20% variability in the 

previously mentioned A+ and τ+ parameters. 

 

   

Figure 4.21 STDP of the Au/Ti/h-BN/W 1T1M cell 
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Based on the above-measured performance metrics, we emulate the performance 

of a memristive SNN for image classification. To do so, first we fit the measured STDP 

(including the device-to-device variability) data from Figure 3i considering a piecewise 

exponentially decaying model to implement the learning rule (i.e., STDP), and to enable 

an unsupervised learning scheme to evaluate its main figures-of-merit as it classifies the 

images from the Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) 

database of handwritten digits. A schematic representation of the SNN is displayed in 

Figure 4.25. To study the impact of the device variability we considered a Monte-Carlo 

approach and repeated the training 50 times for each SNN. For each Monte-Carlo run, 

as the training progresses, the synapses connected to each of the excitatory neurons 

learn the general features of a given pattern. This is shown in Figure 4b, where each 

slice presents the 313,600 synapses arranged in 400 groups (20×20, i.e., the numeric 

patterns) of 784 synapses each (28×28, i.e., the pixels that form each numeric pattern); 

the synapses connect the input layer to the excitatory layer (green and red spheres in 

Figure 4a, respectively). The red square in Figure 4.25b indicates a group containing the 

784 synapses that connect the input neurons to the first neuron of the excitatory layer. 

For instance, this particular neuron progressively learns the representation of the digit 

‘1’. Due to the random initialization of the synaptic conductance and the device 

variability, the patterns learned by each neuron change among the different Monte-Carlo 

runs. The accuracy was evaluated for every 1000 images by presenting the MNIST test 

dataset. The behaviour of the SNN is verified by the corresponding confusion matrix 

obtained after the complete training dataset (the case of 400 excitatory neurons is 

presented in Figure 4.25c). The evolution of the classification accuracy during training 

(averaged over 50 Monte Carlo runs and indicating the standard deviation) is presented 

in Figure 4.25d, and it shows that the inference accuracy increases as the number of 

excitatory-inhibitory neurons increases. The best average accuracy reaches ~90%, 

which is a very high value considering the simplicity of the SNN, its similarity to 

biological neural networks (i.e., the learning rule employed is STDP), and the 

unsupervised training protocol.  
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Figure 4.22 Implementation of a spiking neural network using h-BN based 1T1M cells  

 

a, structure of the considered SNN. Each MNIST image is reshaped as a 784×1 

column vector, and the intensity of the pixels is encoded in terms of the firing frequency 

of the input neurons. The only trainable synapses are those connecting the input layer 

with the excitatory layer, and they are modelled with the STDP characteristic of the 

CMOS/h-BN based 1T1M cells. The learning is unsupervised, and the neurons are 

labelled only after the training. These label-neuron assignments are then feed to the 

decision block altogether with the firing patterns of the neurons, to infer the class of the 

image presented in the input. b, evolution of the synaptic connections between the input 

and excitatory layers during training for the case of 400 excitatory/inhibitory neurons. 

The red square identifies 784 synapses arranged in a 28×28 representation. c, Confusion 

matrix indicating the classification accuracy for each class from the dataset. d, 

Classification test and training accuracy as a function of the number of presented 

training images for the neural network comprising 400 excitatory/inhibitory neurons. 

The error bars show the standard deviation for 50 Monte Carlo simulation runs for 

every accuracy point. 
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4.4 Matrix operation 

 

The logic “OR” is implemented in Figure 4.23. Here I apply ramped voltage stress 

on the Drain 1 (D1) or top electrode side, and keep the Source 1 (S1) or bottom 

electrode grounded to control the resistive state of cell 1 and cell 2. “0” represents HRS, 

while “1” represents LRS. Gate 1 and Gate 2 are always on with constant a bias of 2 V. 

The output current “I” is the current measured at the drain or source.  

 

Figure 4.23 “OR” logic of 2 1T1M cells 

 

To implement the logic “OR” and “IMP” operation, all sources are collected 

together by dry transferred Au thin strip (250 µm long, 50 µm wide), highlighted by the 

red box in red. A pre-test has been done to confirm the good electrical connections 

between different sources.  

 

Figure 4.24 Connect the sources to fulfil matrix operation 
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The logic “IMP” is implemented in Figure 4.23. For IMP logic 2 parallel 

connected memristors are needed. The voltage applied on D2 (VD2) is large than VSET, 

while the voltage applied on D1 (VD1) is slightly smaller than VSET, and VD2 – VD1 < 

VSET. Device 2 can only be set to LRS when both Device 1 and Device 2 are in HRS. 

The output is the resistance of D2 after the IMP operation. If Device 2 is LRS and 

Device 1 is HRS, device 2 will stay in LRS. If Device 2 is HRS and Device 1 is LRS, 

the voltage drop in Device 2 equals VD2 – VD1, which is smaller than the VSET. So 

Device 2 stays in HRS. When both Device 1 and Device 2 are LRS, Device 2 will stay 

in LRS. [189]  

For the real experiment, the pre-test shows the VSET is around 7V, so I applied 

ramped voltage sweep from 0 to 10V for Drain 2, and I chose ramped voltage sweep 

from 0 to 5V for Drain 1. The connected common source is grounded. Gate 1 is always 

on by connecting a DC power supply with a constant voltage of 2V.  

The output current “I” is the current flows isolated in Device 2, measured after the 

IMP operation, which also represents the resistance level of Device 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.25 “OR” logic of 2 1T1M cells 
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4.5 Proposed circuit implementation of a neuron-synapse-neuron block combining 

h-BN based 1T1M cells and CMOS circuitry. 

 

 

Aiming to implement a hardware-based SNN accelerator exploiting the 

capabilities of our h-BN/CMOS based 1T1M cells, we propose the CMOS circuit 

shown in Figure 4.26a for emulating the electrical response of a biological neuron, 

which is capable of accounting for the adaptative firing threshold and the refractory 

period after firing. The entire circuit is simulated in SPICE and its response is calculated 

— SPICE is the industry-standard software, which considers the response of the 

electronic devices plus the non-idealities of the circuit (i.e., parasitic capacitances, line 

resistances)47. The correct response of the circuit is demonstrated by the presynaptic and 

postsynaptic traces and the evolution of the membrane potential, presented in Figure 

4.26b-c, respectively. Since the accuracy increase when going from 400 to 900 neurons 

is not too large, a trade-off between improving the inference accuracy and reducing the 

circuit complexity should be considered to limit the hardware implementation of this 

network to 400 excitatory-inhibitory neurons. 

Overall, the electrical characteristics of the h-BN memristors connected to a 

CMOS transistor are by orders of magnitude superior to those of standalone h-BN 

memristors and h-BN memristors connected to 2D-materials-based transistors. 

Compared to commercial metal-oxide and phase-change memristors, the h-BN/CMOS 

based 1T1M cells exhibit a similar endurance, but with the advantage of a much higher 

controllability of the current, up to the point that we can switch between operation 

regimes (volatile unipolar and non-volatile bipolar) and select the switching mechanism 

(charge trapping and de-trapping or filament formation and disruption). Such versatility 

is beneficial because it could considerably simplify the fabrication of memristive neural 

networks, as the h-BN/CMOS based 1T1M cells can be employed as both electronic 

neurons and synapses depending on the value of VG used. Moreover, the values of RHRS 

and RLRS are higher than in standalone memristors (reducing the power consumption 

when integrated in high-density circuits), and the crossbar arrays of 1T1M cells do not 

suffer from sneak path currents because they can be completely supressed by fixing 
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VG=0V. The fact that we solved the problem of endurance in miniaturized 

2D-materials-based memristors enables their use in other applications, such as 

radiofrequency switches and data encryption. The electrical behaviours here presented 

have been observed in 32 out of 40 devices, with an overall the yield of 80%. The 8 

devices that did not work showed a very high resistance and could not be set even after 

applying 20V, indicating the presence of contamination, probably polymers from the 

transfer. Fabrication in an industrial facility using optimized processes should help to 

improve the yield and the device-to-device variability. Our study is an important step 

towards the integration of 2D materials in silicon microchips, and could inspire other 

scientists to study 2D-materials-based devices integrated in a real microchip with 

functional circuitry, not isolated on a SiO2/Si or Al2O3/Si substrate.  

 

 
Figure 4.26 Proposed circuit implementation of a neuron-synapse-neuron block 

combining h-BN based 1T1M cells and CMOS circuitry. 

 

a, Circuit schematic of the proposed CMOS neuron and how it is connected to the 

synapse. The colors indicate the complete neuron (grey surrounding box), the core block 

(light-blue box) and the individual building blocks (light-red boxes). b, SPICE 

simulation of the pre- and post- synaptic signals applied to the CMOS/h-BN based 

1T1M. c, SPICE simulation of the neuron’s membrane potential. The firing events 

progressively separate from each other due to the adaptative firing threshold.
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4.6 Conclusions and prospect 

 

Overall, the electrical characteristics of the h-BN memristors connected to a 

CMOS transistor are by orders of magnitude superior to those of standalone h-BN 

memristors and h-BN memristors connected to 2D-materials-based transistors. 

Compared to commercial metal-oxide and phase-change memristors, the h-BN/CMOS 

based 1T1M cells exhibit a similar endurance, but with the advantage of a much higher 

controllability of the current, up to the point that we are able to switch between 

operation regimes (volatile unipolar and non-volatile bipolar) and select the switching 

mechanism (charge trapping and de-trapping or filament formation and disruption). 

Such versatility is beneficial because it could considerably simplify the fabrication of 

memristive neural networks, as the h-BN/CMOS based 1T1M cells can be employed as 

both electronic neurons and synapses depending on the value of VG used. Moreover, 

the values of RHRS and RLRS are higher than in standalone memristors (reducing the 

power consumption when integrated into high-density circuits), and the crossbar arrays 

of 1T1M cells do not suffer from sneak path currents because they can be completely 

supressed by fixing VG=0V. The fact that we solved the problem of endurance in 

miniaturized 2D-materials-based memristors enables their use in other applications, 

such as radiofrequency switches and data encryption. The electrical behaviours here 

presented have been observed in 32 out of 40 devices (see Extended Data Figure 10), 

with an overall yield of 80%. The 8 devices that did not work showed a very high 

resistance and could not be set even after applying 20V, indicating the presence of 

contamination, probably polymers from the transfer. Fabrication in an industrial facility 

using optimized processes should help to improve the yield and the device-to-device 

variability. Our study is an important step towards the integration of 2D materials in 

silicon microchips, and could inspire other scientists to study 2D-materials-based 

devices integrated into a real microchip with functional circuitry, not isolated on a 

SiO2/Si or Al2O3/Si substrate.  
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Chapter 5: Memristors with Initial 

Low-Resistive State for Efficient 

Neuromorphic Systems 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Developing new hardware for artificial intelligence systems is a major goal for the 

government of technologically advanced countries and leading companies in the field of 

nanoelectronics, and investments in this field are expected to keep growing 

exponentially in the next years. Recent studies demonstrated that crossbar arrays of 

metal/insulator/metal (MIM) nanocells —often called memristors— can be used to 

construct artificial neural networks (ANN) with unsupervised learning capability [191], 

and they have been already employed to accomplish sophisticated operations, such as 

image classification, encryption and position detection [192-193]. In an ANN, 

memristors are used as electronic synapses, i.e., elements that connect two neurons and 

that show the property of changing their conductance between different levels [194-195] 

—often called resistive switching (RS). 

The initial conductance of most MIM-like memristors is in the range of few 

pico/nano-siemens with a larger set voltage or a higher resistance compared to the 

following cycles [43] (namely forming memristors), and it can be increased by applying 

electrical stimuli between the two metallic electrodes; this generates local defects at 

random locations in the microstructure of the insulator (i.e., intrinsic vacancies and/or 

impurities from adjacent metallic electrodes) that promote charge transport. If the 

density of defects in the insulator is high enough a conductive nanofilament (CNF) can 

be effectively formed, which drives all the current flowing between the two electrodes 

and results in an overall linear conductance in the range of few millisiemens. In most 

MIM nanocells, the defects in the insulator and the CNF are stable after the bias is 

removed, and the conductance of the MIM cell can only be reduced by applying 

additional electrical stimuli (normally with opposed polarity). 

When the CNF is only partially formed, it is said that the device is operated in a 

high resistive state (HRS), and controlling its conductance in this regime is very 
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challenging because the current flows across a random number of defects spread along 

the volume of the insulator, and the formation of new defects results in exponential 

increases of conductance [196]. On the contrary, when the CNF is completely formed, it 

is said that the device is operated in a low resistive state (LRS), and controlling its 

conductance is much easier because all the current flows along the CNF, which can be 

accurately widened and narrowed by applying electrical stimuli of different polarities 

[197]. MIM nanocells operating at high conductances above quantum conductance (77.5 

μS), with high linearity between current and voltage, can lead to accurate analogue 

computing and stable multilevel states [198]. 

As the weight (i.e., conductance) of electronic synapses needs to be increased and 

decreased progressively and in a linear manner, MIM-like memristors for ANNs are 

normally operated in LRS and the typical maximum/minimum conductance ratio 

(IMAX/IMIN) is ~10 (see Supplementary Table 1). Consequently, most memristive 

electronic synapses need an initialization step to increase their initial conductance, 

which is an important nuisance for the fabrication of ANNs because it increases the 

complexity of the programming algorithms and peripheral hardware [199]. One 

common solution to mitigate this problem is to fabricate forming-free memristors by 

introducing impurities in the insulator during the manufacturing process via ion 

implantation [200-201] and/or reducing the thickness of the insulating film [166], which 

increases the initial conductance of the devices to the HRS (i.e. an effective CNF is not 

completely formed). However, the device-to-device variability of forming-free 

memristors with initial conductance in HRS (namely HRS memristors) is high (see 

Supplementary Table 2), due to the inhomogeneous distribution of impurities in the 

insulating film. Such increased device-to-device variability of the initial conductance 

represents a problem for the training of the ANN, as it may slow down the learning 

process and even present convergence problems [202].  

Here we report the first fabrication of memristors whose initial conductance is 

already in the LRS regime (namely LRS memristors) by using ultra-thin TiO2 films 

synthesized by magnetron sputtering. We have selected TiO2 because, compared to other 

metal-oxides often used as dielectric in memristors (i.e., HfO2, TaOX, Al2O3), this 

material has the lowest bandgap. This makes that the initial conductance is higher even 

if the material might not be completely shorted. For all the devices tested (more than 

20), the initial electrical resistance falls within a window narrower than one order of 

magnitude (i.e., between 100 Ω and 714 Ω), which is much smaller than that of HRS 
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memristors and forming memristors. The switching thresholds are uniform enough to 

enable analog tuning of individual devices in a crossbar integrated circuit. More 

importantly, the compact design of peripheral circuits is feasible as devices are 

forming-free, and the maximum switching threshold is compatible with the core voltage 

of standard CMOS processes. 

 

5.2 Device fabrication 

 

Figure 5.1a shows the optical microscope image of an array of Au/TiO2/Au 

cross-point memristors with lateral sizes ranging from 5 µm × 5 µm (left column) to 50 

µm × 50 µm (right column), and Figure 5.1b shows a three-dimensional (3D) 

topographic map of a 5 µm × 5 µm Au/TiO2/Au memristor at the cross point area, 

collected via atomic force microscopy (AFM). Height colour scale: black = 0 nm, white 

= 300 nm. Scale bar: 250 nm. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Fabrication of Au/TiO2/Au synapses 

 

Figure 5.2 shows an AFM topographic map of the surface of the sputtered TiO2 

film (on a 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate). The root mean square (RMS) surface roughness is 

4.6 nm, much larger than that of the SiO2/Si substrate (<0.3 nm) [203], and much larger 

than that of TiO2 films grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD) on SiO2/Si substrates 

(~0.2 nm) [204]. The surface of the sputtered TiO2 thin film is composed of tall grains 

with diameters 131.2 ± 58.9 nm (see Figure 5.2 and Supplementary Figure 1) separated 

by deep phase boundaries. Statistical analysis of TiO2 phase size from 5 μm × 5 μm 

large area scan. The original image and data processing method are detailed in 

Supplementary Figure 3. Figure 5.2 also shows the surface profile in c from A to A’ 

crossing two phases. 
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Figure 5.2 AFM topography map of the sputtered TiO2 on 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate 

 

To further characterize these features, we use focused ion beam (FIB) to cut the 

MIM cells and fabricate thin lamellas, and analyse them using transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM). The cross-sectional TEM images (Figure 5.3) reveal that the 

thickness of the sputtered TiO2 film is ~4.5 nm (as expected), and that it contains 

few-nanometres-wide regions rich in Au every ~125 nm, which correlates to the deep 

phase boundaries observed in the topographic AFM maps. Scale bar: 25 nm  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Cross-sectional TEM image of an Au/TiO2/Au device showing two phases, 

for which the phases size is in the same scale with Figure 5.2. 
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5.3 Electrical characterization 

 

5.3.1 Bipolar switching 

 

When applying sequences of ramped voltage stresses (RVS), the devices always 

show initial conductance of ~5 mS (typical of LRS regime) without the need of a 

forming process, followed by a conductance decrease to HRS regime at ~0.8 V (i.e. 

reset process). This behaviour is observed independently of the polarity of the first RVS 

(see Figure 5.4a-b), which is consistent with the symmetric structure of the MIM cell 

(i.e. Au/TiO2/Au). Figure 5.4c shows typical I-V curves collected on an Au/TiO2/Au 

memristor device. Figure 5.4d and 5.4e show the resistance versus cycle and the 

cumulative distribution of the resistance per cycle in both HRS and LRS during 154 

cycles under 0.1 V read voltage. Figure 5.4f shows the statistical analysis of set/reset 

voltage of 15 different devices. The device-to-device variability of the Au/TiO2/Au 

memristors is quantified by measuring RVS in 15 devices and calculating the 

coefficient of variance (CV), defined as the standard deviation (σ) divided by the mean 

value (µ) [205], at 0.1 V. Figure 5.4g shows the histogram of set/reset voltage by 

combining all the 15 devices. In total 300 counts are collected for both set and reset. 

The µ and CV are -1.285 V and 0.156 for set voltage, and 0.811 V and 0.153 for reset 

voltage, respectively. Figures 5.4d-g demonstrate that the bipolar RS is stable over 

multiple switching cycles, and that the device-to-device variability of the switching 

voltages is reasonably low. Current versus time curves measured under 0.1 V at room 

temperature in HRS and LRS prove long state/data retention of more than a day (Figure 

5.4h). 
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Figure 5.4 Resistive switching behaviour in Au/TiO2/Au synapses 

 

a and b show the typical resistive switching behaviour initializing in LRS with 

polarity independence. The numbered arrows indicate the order of the reset (first) and 

set (second) transitions. a starts with a positive bias, while b starts with negative bias. c, 

154 typical I-V curves collected on an Au/TiO2/Au memristor device. d and e show the 

resistance versus cycle and cumulative probability versus resistance plots obtained 

under 0.1 V read voltage. f shows the device-to-device variability during cycling by 

statistical analysis of set/reset voltage of 15 devices with more than 5 endurance cycles, 

respectively. g, A histogram of set and reset voltage by combining all 15 devices. The 

normal distribution fits are provided as a guide to the eye. h shows the retention test 

read at 0.1 V at room temperature for 20,000 s, then stop for one day and measure again 

for 10,000 s, which confirms excellent state retention. 
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5.3.2 Forming analysis 

 

The variability of the initial conductance of the Au/TiO2/Au memristors is 

quantified by measuring RVS in 20 devices (Figure 5.5a) and plotting the value of the 

resistance at 0.1 V, which indicates that the initial resistance of all the devices ranges 

between 102 Ω and 103 Ω. The device-to-device variability of the initial conductance of 

LRS memristors (Figure 5.5a) is compared with that of HRS memristors (in Figure 

5.5b) and forming memristors (see Figure 5.5c) also fabricated during this investigation 

(see Methods section). As Figures 5.5d and Supplementary Figure 2 show, the 

device-to-device variability of the LRS memristors is the lowest, indicating that these 

Au/TiO2/Au devices present a competitive advantage (compared to HRS memristors 

and forming memristors) for the realization of ANNs. 

Supplementary Figure 3 confirms that the relationship between current and 

voltage is linear, indicating that the devices are initially in LRS probably due to the 

formation of Au-rich regions in the TiO2 film during the fabrication process. 

Considering that the CNFs have the shape of a truncated cone (one of the radii is 

assumed to be four times greater than the other), which is the most typically observed in 

MIM-like RS devices [206], we can estimate its size as follows: 

 

𝑟 = √
𝜌𝐶𝑁𝐹𝑡𝑂𝑋
4𝜋𝑅

=
1

2
√
𝜌𝐶𝑁𝐹𝑡𝑂𝑋
𝜋𝑅

      (1) 

 

where R is the device resistance for a certain applied voltage (extracted from the 

RVS, see Figure 5.5a), ρCNF is the electrical resistivity of the CNF (the conductivity is 

assumed to be σCNF = 1/ρCNF = 5x105 Ω-1m-1, an average value of several previously 

employed conductivities in different models; in particular, this value was chosen from 

Ref. [206]), tOX is the thickness of the insulator (4.5 nm according to Figure 5.3), and r 

is one of the truncated cone radii. By repeating the calculation for all the devices 

measured, it can be observed that the deviation on the cone radii is relatively low (see 

Figure 5.5e). By calculating the radii of the CNF at different reading voltages it is 

possible to discern the CNF narrowing at the onset of the reset process (Figure 5.5f), 

which is consistent with the observations in previous reports [207-208]. It is worth 

noting that the CNF radii calculated in Figures 5.5e-f are much narrower than that of the 
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GBs observed in AFM scans and TEM images. The reason behind this observation is 

that, despite the GBs are regions rich in Au ions (in these zones the CNF formation is 

favoured), only few locations may be included in the percolation path that constitutes 

the CNF that shortens the electrodes.  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Variability of the initial conductance of LRS, HRS and forming memristors 

  

a-c show the first I-V curves measured when applying a RVS in 20 LRS memristors 

(Au/TiO2/Au), HRS memristors (Au/Ti/h-BN/Cu) and forming memristors 

(Au/h-BN/Au), respectively. d, Weibull percentiles versus initial resistance of the 

memristors shown in panels a-c, with read voltage 0.1 V. e, Statistical analysis of initial 

resistance and CNF radius of the 20 devices in a. f, Evolution of the resistance and CNF 

radius with the voltage from a device from panel a. The CNF starts to shrink at ~0.4 V, 

with radius decreasing from 2.3 nm to 1.7 nm. Then the filament is ruptured at ~1.2 V. 
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5.3.3 Pulse set and reset 

 

The switching of the Au/TiO2/Au devices has been also confirmed by applying 

sequences of pulsed voltage stresses. First, binary bipolar RS has been confirmed. 

Figure 5.6 shows 4 consecutive read-write-read-erase-read operations of the device 

under pulse mode. The device starts in HRS with 1 nA read by a pulse of 0.5 V 1 ms. 

Then the device is switched on by a write pulse of -4 V 1 ms. Another read pulse shows 

the device is switched on with a current higher than 1 μA. Then the device is switched 

back to HRS by an erase pulse of 5 V 1 ms. A relative high read pulse of 0.5 V is used 

to enable the reading of HRS over the noise level ~ 0.2 nA. Write pulses: -4 V 1 ms. 

Erase pulses: 5 V 1 ms. Read pulses: 0.5 V 1 ms. A higher read pulse of 0.5 V enables 

to read HRS over the noise level ~ 0.1 nA. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 4 consecutive read-write-read-erase-read operation cycles of the device under 

pulse mode.  

 

Pulses with short widths are needed to optimize the switching time and energy 

since the resistive change is much shorter than the pulse width, as highlighted by the 

golden cycles. 
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5.3.4 Potentiation and depression 

 

Second, we analyze the ability of the devices to exhibit analog potentiation, which 

is a fundamental function required for memristive electronic synapses. To do so, the 

devices are exposed to potentiation pulses of 0.4 V and 1 ms, depression pulses of -0.4 

V and 1 ms, and read pulses of 0.1 and V 1 ms. Figure 3h shows 10 consecutive 

analogue potentiation and depression cycles. Each potentiation process contains 40 

pulses, while each depression process contains 40 pulses. Figure 3h only shows the 

current collected during the read process. 

It should be highlighted that other works on HRS memristors and forming 

memristors may have achieved a device-to-device variability of the initial conductance 

lower than that of the HRS memristors and forming memristors presented here (Figures 

3b-c), but we are not aware of any work reporting MIM-like memristors (of any type) 

with an initial variability of the conductance as low as that of the LRS memristors 

presented here (Figure 3a). Potentiation pulses: 0.4 V and 1 ms. Depression pulses: -0.4 

V and 1 ms. Read pulses: 0.1 V and 1 ms. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Potentiation and depression under trains of pulses 

 

The on-off ratio can be further enlarged by applying higher switching voltage or 

width pulses. 
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5.4 Neuromorphic circuits with forming-free memristors 

 

The most common operation in most practical neuromorphic networks is 

vector-by-matrix multiplication (VMM). The practical approach to implement such 

massive VMM blocks is to divide them into smaller VMMs (e.g., 64×64 arrays) and 

integrate responses in the analog/digital domain. Figure 5.8a shows the emulation of a 

mixed-signal VMM block using adjustable memristive devices. Due to their integration 

density, VMMs based on passive crossbars are promising; however, the fabrication of 

passively-integrated memristive neuromorphic circuits is challenging due to the required 

uniformity and low switching threshold distribution. The uniformity allows the individual 

tuning of devices and mitigating half-select disturbance. Figure 5.4 shows low variability 

in switching thresholds, particularly in reset operation, which grants us to implement the 

V/2 tuning scheme (in a crossbar integrated circuit) without employing 

partitioning/isolation/selector circuits that impose large area overheads. We study this 

issue in our recent work by extensive simulations and demonstrate excellent prospects for 

devices with similar variability characteristics. 

Here, we focus on the second challenge, i.e., low-voltage switching 

characteristics and forming-free operation. The implications of low-voltage switching on 

inference accelerators’ performance are significant, even though we only perform 

switching operations during the tuning phase (note that our primary focus is on ex-situ 

trained classifiers). The forming-free function and low switching voltage of memristors 

are crucial to designing CMOS-compatible, (and hence) compact, and energy-efficient 

neuromorphic circuits. For our reported devices, the switching voltage in both reset and 

set regimes are very low. The 𝜇 + 3𝜎 (where 𝜇 is the average and 𝜎 is the standard 

deviation) of the set and reset switching threshold distributions are very close to 1.8 V and 

1.2 V, respectively. Unlike most previous devices, which either require high voltage 

electroforming processes or feature large switching voltages, our devices are initially in 

the LRS state (and hence do not require high-voltage electroforming) and are switchable 

with CMOS-compatible input/output voltages (e.g., 1.8 V, which is the core voltage of a 

standard 180 nm process). Therefore, we may design all auxiliary CMOS circuitries that 

are inevitable to implement the desired functionality using thin-oxide MOSFETs.  

Figure 5.8b shows the detailed yet simplified circuit schematic of one input and 

one output channel of VMM in Figure 5.8a. The analog switch matrix (ASM) block 

connects external pulse signals, peripheral circuits (data converter and local sensing), and 
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the crossbar. It is crucial to use thin-oxide MOS devices (core-voltage devices) in ASM. 

This stems from the fact that voltage drop on analog switches could be highly detrimental 

to the VMM accuracy. Thus, CMOS switches in ASM could be as large as 10× to 50× of 

the minimum size, depending on the block size, network, etc. In crossbars with large 

tuning voltages, the use of thick-oxide MOSFETs in ASM is indispensable to avoid 

junction breakdown and punch through. This not only makes the ASM circuit large but 

also would necessitate the inclusion of level-shifter circuitries (~10× minimum size 

thick-oxide device) to deliver the voltage from the core-voltage decoders to the ASM at a 

proper level. As a second side effect, the larger the ASM, the higher inter- and 

intra-VMM parasitics. The sizeable parasitic capacitance associated with ASM affects 

the VMM speed and reduces the overall throughput. 

To quantitatively assess our claims, we study a representative neuromorphic 

architecture: a fully-analog massive multiplier perceptron with seven hidden layers and 

~100M parameters (1024- 16384-16384-4096-1024-1024-512-512-256-256-10). Note 

that as of 2017, >60% of the Google machine learning workload was two multi-layer 

perceptron networks. We evaluate the performance of this network with two benchmarks: 

i) our forming-free devices that feature low switching voltage, and ii) passive devices that 

share the same specifications but require forming and high switching voltages. We design 

the classifier targeting high throughput and use physical layout and simulation of critical 

components (64×64 VMM blocks, peripheral circuits, digital blocks, ASMs, etc.) in 

Silterra’s 180 nm CMOS process. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 The circuit schematic of a VMM block and related components 

Panel a shows the top-level schematic of a VMM block based on two-terminal 

memristive crossbars consisting of a crossbar, switch matrices, decoders, and sensing 
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circuits. The analog input signal is supplied either by a digital-to-analog converter 

(DAC) (e.g., in time-multiplexed architectures) or the global sensing circuit from the 

previous stage (full-analog circuits). The tuning process is implemented via analog 

multiplexers (MUXes). Panel b shows the detailed circuit diagram of one channel that 

performs two-quadrant multiplication with highlighted lumped parasitic from crossbar 

and ASM. It is imperative to design the analog peripheries (DAC and local sensing) in 

core voltage to ensure efficient design.  

 

Let us emphasize several vital points before discussing the results. Though the 

actual size of the fabricated device is much larger, we assume 4F2 passive devices (where 

F is the half-pitch metal feature size, 250 nm in this CMOS technology) for meaningful 

results. Note the grain sizes in Figure 1 are ~ 100 nm, which supports device 

miniaturization prospects. Since the device area shrinkage reduces the leakage current as 

well, it is expected (and presumed in this work) that the average conductance scale 

linearly with device size. We simulate a critical path from one input to one output in all 

layers and properly model the intra-block parasitic capacitance on electrodes and global 

lines connecting the local sensing blocks in every layer. The total parasitic capacitance on 

electrodes consists of line-to-line capacitance in crossbar structure (M5/M4/M3) that 

includes coupling and fringing capacitors between conductors and the parasitics 

associated with ASM. We use the same design of critical analog components for both 

benchmarks; however, we optimize the settling time in each scenario, e.g., by fine-tuning 

the compensation circuits within amplifiers. The neurons in the last layer are loaded with 

a 100 fF capacitor. 

Supplementary Table 3 shows relevant process parameters and simulations 

results. Our results indicate that the classifier with our forming-free memristors offers 

1.83× better throughput per area and consumes ×0.85 less energy to classify a single 

image of the CIFAR-10 dataset, which stems from ~63% better density and ~17% faster 

operation. We explain the superior density by arguing that our forming-free devices are 

compatible with a core-voltage design of ASM and operate without level shifters 

resulting in ~35 × 103 µm2 VMM block versus ~56 × 103 mm2 required otherwise. The 

improved speed is also attributed to the fact that the total parasitic capacitance on every 

local sensing input lines (top electrodes or bitlines) is only 71 fF (far less than 289 fF 

obtained for the memristors that require forming) beside the larger parasitics on global 

lines as well. 
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5.5 Conclusions and prospect 

 

Finally, we would like to point out that our LRS memristors could also be used to 

build reliable fixed-resistance physically unclonable function circuits efficiently, a 

building block for many cryptographic systems. These circuits are normally designed 

using HRS pristine memristors, and previous works experimentally demonstrate 

significant performance improvement in part because of the elimination of tuning 

circuits. The downside of this approach is higher bit-error-rate due to the reduced noise 

margin and large temperature dependency of HRS pristine devices. Our proposed 

forming-free LRS memristor technology offers a clear advantage here: forming-free 

LRS memristors have the most benefits of previous designs, and additionally, provides a 

far better noise margin and significantly better temperature dependency.    
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5.6 Support information 

 

 

 

Device structure 

(left top / right bottom) 

Pre-forming 

conductance 

Lowest 

conductance 

Highest 

conductance 
Ref. 

W/Al/PCMO/Pt - 0.005 nS 0.15 nS [1] 

Pt/α-IGZO bilayer/Pt - 0.1 nS 1 nS [2] 

Pt/Cr/Ag:Si/α-Si/W - 1 nS 40 nS [3] 

Pt/AlOx/N-TiN/PCMO/Pt - 8 nS 30 nS [4] 

Ni/HfOx/p++Si 0.02 nS 13 nS 21 nS [5] 

Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti - 80 nS 130 nS [6] 

TiN/HfOx/Pt 10 pS 100 nS 100 μS [7] 

TiN/HfOx/AlOx/Pt 40 nS 1 μS 100 μS [8] 

TiN/Ti/Al:HfO2/TiN 0.1 nS 4 μS 10 μS [9] 

TiN/TiOx/Ta2O5/TiN <1 μS 5 μS 70 μS 
[10] 

TiN/Ti/HfO2/TiN 0.3 nS 20 μS 200 μS 

Ag/NiO/Pt 10 μS 32 μS 35μS [11] 

Ti/TiO2-x/Pt 0.3 nS 1 mS 7 mS [12] 

Al/AlOy/SnOx/FTO 0.2 mS 1 mS 15 mS [13] 

Au/Ti/MoS2/Au - 350 nS 700 nS [14] 

Ag/MoS2/Pt 5 nS 6 μS 8.5 μS [15] 

 

Supplementary Table 1 | Distribution of initial conductance, conductance range of 

potentiation and depression, and the ratio between lower conductance boundary and 

initial conductance. 
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Device structure 

(left top / right bottom) 

Forming 

Variability 

(decades) 

HRS 

Variability 

(decades) 

LRS variability 

(decades) 
Ref. 

TiN/Ti/HfO2/TiN 
Initial LR 

20 μS - 1 mS 
10 μS - 0.1 mS  0.5 mS - 1 mS [16] 

Cu/TaOx/TiN - - - [17] 

Ag/PMMA/MA3Sb2Br9/ITO - 0.2 mS - 0.5 mS 3 mS - 10 mS [18] 

Al/CuxO/Cu - 1 μS - 500 μS  3 mS - 50 mS [19] 

TiN/TiOx/HfOx/TiN - 50 nS - 1 μS 0.3 mS - 1 mS [20] 

Pt/NiOy/Pt - - - [21] 

TiN/HfOx/TiOx/HfOx/TiOx/Pt - 2 μS - 3 μS 2 mS - 10 mS [22] 

Al/N-AlOx/Al - 0.3 nS - 1 nS 100 nS - 300 nS [23] 

Al/Ni doped HfOx/Pt - 20 μS - 200 μS 2 mS - 5 mS [24] 

Al/BiFeO3/FTO - 200 μS - 300 μS 2 mS [25] 

Al/SnOx/FTO - 0.2 mS - 2 mS 20 mS [26] 

Ta/HfO2/RuO2 50 μS - 0.1 mS 80 μS - 0.2 mS 0.5 mS [27] 

Pt/TaOx/TiOx/Pt - - - [28] 

Al/nc-Si:H/a-SiNx:H/P+-Si - 20 nS - 20 μS 10 μS - 0.2 mS [29] 

Pt/Ti/GeSe/TiN - 2 μS - 10 μS 0.5 mS - 1 mS [30] 

 

Supplementary Table 2 | Distribution of device-to-device variability of forming-free 

memristors with initial conductance in HRS 
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Grain size analysis with XEI software on the sputtered 

TiO2 on 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate. Here we choose 3 nm as threshold value to detect 

the grain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 2 | Variability of the conductance of LRS, HRS and forming 

memristors. This figure corresponds to the data in Figure 3a-c, but using the same 

minimum and maximum values in the current scale. It can be easily seen that the 

variability of the initial currents in LRS is the lowest.  
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Supplementary Figure 3 | IV curves of LRS memristors linear scale. The linear 

relation between current and voltage indicates the conductive filaments are initially 

formed. These data are the same than those in Figure 3a of the main text.  
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Supplementary Table 3 | Simulation parameters and results for the fully-analog 

neuromorphic classifier. 

 

 

 

description value

Process 
features

CMOS Process feature size (  ) 180 

Parasitic cap of a minimum metal width (     )
(crossbar structure, M5/M4/M3)

0.226

Parasitic cap of a minimum size of a thick oxide device  (  ) 1.2

Parasitic cap of a minimum size of a thin oxide device  (  ) 0.58

Global and Local sensing voltage swing (𝑉) 0.1

Maximum drop on tuning switches (V) 0.5

IO Supply voltage (V) 3.3

Core Supply voltage (V) 1.8

The on-resistance of a minimum-size thick-oxide device (  ) 4.4

The on-resistance of a minimum-size thin-oxide device (  ) 2.7

Minimum area of a thick oxide device (  2) 1.46

Minimum area of a thin oxide device (  2) 1.12

MIM Capacitor (     2) 4

Memory block Size 64×64

0T1R 
(this work, low Vth)

0T1R 
High Vth

Memory 
features

Cell area (  2) 0.25 0.25

Midrange conductance  (  ) 10 10

Cell parasitic capacitance (fF) 0.113 0.113

VMM parasitic capacitance (fF) 71 289

Nominal switching current  (  ) 200 200

Maximum local Sensing input-current (  ) 10 10

VMM Design 
features

Array (  2) 1,024 1,024

Level shifters (  2) NA 4,608

Local sensing circuits (  2) 17,280 17,280

Digital circuits (   ) 3,340 3,340

Tuning Switches (   ) 14,192 30,087

Analog VMM block (   ) 35,836 56,339

DACs (  2) 600 600

Global Sensing circuits (  2) 270 270

Analog VMM Power (  ) 1.152 1.152

7-layer Fully 
analog MLP 
architecture

(~105M 
weights)

Throughput (Mfps) 14.61 12.46
Total Area (  2) 18.47 29

Throughput per area (Mfps/   ) 0.79 0.43

Energy Consumed per frame  (    ) 13.63 15.98
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and perspectives 

 

In conclusion, in this PhD thesis, I had a deep analysis of the h-BN based 

memristor, from a single device to integrated circuits.  

The main objectives of this thesis are to design, fabrication, characterization and 

optimization of h-BN based memristors, with the main goal of achieving a circuit-level 

integration with the mature Si-based CMOS technology. Comparing the main objectives, 

I conclude my PhD thesis as below: 

 

1- Chemical vapour deposited (CVD) and liquid phase exfoliated (LPE) (See 

Appendix D: Inkjet-printed h-BN based memristor) produced h-BN can be used 

as a reliable resistive switching medium for 2D materials-based memristors. 

Both of them are scalable methods for large area integration. 

2- The correct layered structure of the multilayer h-BN has been confirmed by the 

cross-sectional TEM, and the thickness is around 6 nm (18 layers). The 2D 

nature of h-BN and graphene has been confirmed by the Raman spectrum 

statistically.  

3- The local defects are electrically weak spots which can work as the confined 

switching region for memristors, confirmed by the conductive atomic force 

microscope (CAFM). 

4- With crosspoint structure and photolithography, h-BN memristors with a size of 

25 µm2 have been fabricated. With via hole structure, h-BN memristors with a 

size of 0.053 µm2 have been achieved. 

5- h-BN memristors with graphene insertion show stable and highly controllable 

tristate operation, by controlling the current compliance (CC) and reset voltage 

(VRESET). 

6- One-transistor-one-memristor (1T1M) cell structure can greatly improve the 

performance of the h-BN memristor and provide more precise controllability of 

resistance level, with inert bottom electrode tungsten (W).  

7- 1T1M cell with top electrode Ti can achieve low current operation and 

multilevel switching. 1T1M cell with top electrode Au can achieve high 

endurance of 2.5 million cycles. 1T1M cell with top electrode Ag can achieve 

fast operation and low energy consumption with reset energy 1.41 pJ. 
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8- 1T1M cell with top electrode Ti can show both volatile and non-volatile 

switching behaviour based on the gate voltage (VG) used. High VG means high 

current compliance (by the transistor, instead of the instrument semiconductor 

parameter analyser) and tends to show non-volatile switching and vice versa. 

9- 1T1M cell with top electrode Ti can show synaptic behaviour of 

spike-time-dependent-plasticity (STDP). 

10- By using the 1T1M cell structure, the sneak path current can be efficiently 

suppressed.  

11- With two 1T1M cells, we can accomplish logic operations including “OR” and 

“IMP”. 

12- Based on the STDP characteristic, a spiking neural network (SNN) was 

modelled with the MNIST dataset and the best average accuracy reaches ~90%. 

 

We have demonstrated that fabricating hybrid CMOS/2D-LMs microchips is 

possible, and that it can provide superior electrical performance. In particular, we have 

integrated multilayer h-BN on the back-end-of-line interconnections of a silicon chips 

containing CMOS transistors arranged in a crossbar array configuration. The resulting 

crossbar array of 1T1M cells shows a performance much superior to that of standalone 

h-BN memristors.  

Future work should focus on the fully hardware implementation of the SNN and 

achieve in-situ classification; vector-matrix multiplication for artificial neural network 

(ANN), and fully 2D materials-based electronics. Although the high operation speed 

can be achieved in a single h-BN memristor (switching time less than 10 ns), the 

switching time of 1T1M cell is much long of hundreds of ns or even few µs. The 

integration should be optimized. High-temperature retention should be improved with 

better connection or integration between the 2D materials and CMOS via.  
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film deposition), plasma cleaner (surface modification). 

3-  Materials and device characterization: Scanning electron microscope, 

conductive atomic force microscope (C-AFM) (morphology and electrical 

information), Probe-station with pulse mode, Raman spectroscopy, energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 

 

❖ Technical software: 

 

1. Familiar with technical software like Origin (for curves and histograms), 

NanoScope (for AFM data processing), L-edit (for mask pattern design) and 

Spice for (circuit simulation).  

2. Familiar with Solidworks (for basic diagram drawing), and Matlab (for data 

processing and artificial neural network simulation). 

3. with Power Point presentations and Excel data processing. 
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Appendix B: Summary in official language 

 

En conclusión, en esta tesis doctoral he realizado un profundo análisis del 

memristor basado en h-BN, desde un solo dispositivo hasta circuitos integrados. 

Los principales objetivos de esta tesis han sido diseñar, fabricar, caracterizar y 

optimizar memristores basados en h-BN, con el objetivo principal de lograr una 

integración a nivel de circuito con la tecnología CMOS basada en Si. Comparando los 

objetivos principales, concluyo mi tesis doctoral de la siguiente manera: 

 

1- El h-BN producido mediante los métodos Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) y 

Liquid Phase Exfoliated (LPE) (consulte el Apéndice D: Inkjet-printed h-BN 

based memristor) se puede utilizar como un medio de conmutación resistivo 

confiable para memristores basados en materiales 2D. Ambos métodos son 

escalables para la integración de áreas grandes. 

2-  La estructura en capas del h-BN multicapa ha sido confirmada por el TEM 

transversal, y el espesor es de alrededor de 6 nm (18 capas). La naturaleza 

bidimensional del h-BN y del Grafeno ha sido confirmada estadísticamente por 

el espectro Raman. 

3-  Los defectos locales en la estructura de capas se confirmaron como debilidades 

desde el punto de vista eléctrico del material que pueden funcionar como la 

región de conmutación confinada para memristores. Esto fue confirmado por el 

microscopio de fuerza atómica conductora (CAFM). 

4-  Con estructura en forma de matriz y fotolitografía se han fabricado memristores 

basados en h-BN con un tamaño de 25 µm2. Utilizando una única vía de 

interconexión entre los niveles de Metal 3 y 4, se logran obtener memristores 

basados en h-BN tan pequeños como 0,053 µm2. 

5- Los memristores h-BN con inserción de grafeno muestran un funcionamiento 

tri-estado estable y altamente controlable, al controlar la corriente límite (CC) y 

el voltaje de reset (VRESET). 

6-  La estructura de un transistor y un memristor (1T1M) puede mejorar en gran 

medida el rendimiento del memristor h-BN y proporcionar un control más 

preciso del nivel de resistencia, usando un electrodo de tungsteno (W) como 

electrodo inerte inferior (W). 
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7-  La celda 1T1M con electrodo superior Ti puede lograr una operación de baja 

corriente y conmutación multinivel. La celda 1T1M con electrodo superior Au 

puede lograr una alta durabilidad de 2,5 millones de ciclos. La celda 1T1M con 

electrodo superior Ag puede lograr un funcionamiento rápido y un bajo consumo 

de energía con una energía de reset de 1,41 pJ. 

8-  La celda 1T1M con electrodo superior Ti puede mostrar una conmutación 

resistiva tanto volátil como no volátil en función del voltaje de puerta (VG) 

utilizado. Si VG es de 1.5 V, el dispositivo muestra un comportamiento no volátil. 

Sin embargo, si VG es de 0.5 V, ahora la conmutación resistiva es volátil. 

9-  La celda 1T1M con electrodo superior Ti puede mostrar un comportamiento 

sináptico tipo spike-time-dependent-plasticity (STDP). 

10-  Mediante el uso de la estructura de celda 1T1M, las corrientes parásitas 

generadas en la matriz de dispositivos se pueden suprimir eficientemente. 

11-  Con dos celdas 1T1M podemos realizar operaciones lógicas como "OR" o 

"IMP". 

12-  Según la característica STDP, se modeló una red neuronal de picos (SNN) con el 

conjunto de datos MNIST obteniendo una precisión promedio del ~90 % 

reconociendo números manuscritos. 

 

Hemos demostrado que es posible fabricar microchips híbridos CMOS/2D-LMs y 

que puede proporcionar un rendimiento eléctrico notable. En particular, hemos 

integrado h-BN multicapa en las interconexiones de final de línea de chips de silicio que 

contienen transistores CMOS organizados en una configuración de matriz. La matriz 

resultante de celdas 1T1M muestra un rendimiento muy superior al de los memristores 

h-BN independientes. 

El trabajo futuro debe centrarse en la implementación completa del hardware del 

SNN y lograr la clasificación in situ; multiplicación de matriz vectorial para redes 

neuronales artificiales (ANN) y electrónica completamente basada en materiales 2D. 

Aunque la alta velocidad de operación se puede lograr en un solo memristor h-BN 

(tiempo de conmutación inferior a 10 ns), el tiempo de conmutación de la celda 1T1M 

es mucho más largo, de cientos de ns o incluso unos pocos µs. La integración debe ser 

optimizada. La retención de alta temperatura debe mejorarse con una mejor conexión o 

integración entre los materiales 2D y la vía CMOS. 
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Appendix C: Experimental equipment and 

materials 

Experimental types of equipment 

Equipment Model Manufacturers 

Ultrasonic cleaner KQ-100KDB Kunshan Chaosheng 

Mask aligner MJB4 SUSS MicroTec 

Electron beam evaporator 

Magnetron sputter 
PVD75 Kurt J Lesker 

Plasma stripper IoN 40 PVA TePla 

Optical microscope DM4000M Leica 

Probe station M150 Cascade Microtech 

Semiconductor parameter analyzer 4200 Keithley 

Semiconductor parameter analyzer B1500 Aglient 

Scanning electron microscope Supra 55 Carl Zeiss 

Transmission electron microscope JEM-2100 JEOL 

Raman spectrometer HR800 Jobin Yvon 

 

 

Experimental materials/reagents 

Materials/reagents Model Manufacturers 

Silicon oxide wafer 300 nm SiO2 Yancai Micro&Nano 

Ethanol Analytical pure Yonghua Chem 

Acetone Analytical pure Qiangsheng Chem 

Photoresistive with the developer: 

positive & negative 

AR-P 5350 &  

AR 300-26 
Allresist 

Lithographic mask 3 inch, Suda glass Suzhou Zhiban 

Pure Au/Ti 99.999% Zhongnuo Xincai 

PMMA powder 996000 Sigma-Aldrich 
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Appendix D: Inkjet-printed h-BN based 

memristor 

 

Multilayer hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) synthesized by chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD) has shown interesting resistive switching (RS) behaviour. However, 

the high temperatures (>900 ºC) employed during the CVD synthesis complicate the 

integration on silicon wafers containing pre-patterned circuitry, and its use requires a 

delicate transfer process that introduces contamination and reduces the yield due to the 

generation of cracks. Here we report the easy and cheap fabrication of h-BN memristors 

via liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) and inkjet-printing technology at low temperatures 

below 100 ºC. The Ag/h-BN/Ag devices exhibit random telegraph noise signals with a 

low energy consumption when biased at 0.1V, as well as stable volatile unipolar RS for 

over 0.6 million cycles for high resistances up to 107 Ω in low resistive state. At lower 

resistance ranges, the devices exhibit vera multiple stochastic phenomena that are 

suitable for data encryption applications, including a high device-to-device variability of 

the initial resistance and forming voltage, non-volatile bipolar resistive switching with a 

high cycle-to-cycle variability of the state resistances — which is highly reliable 

because never gets stuck permanently at a given resistive state — and low-energy 

random telegraph noise. Moreover, the devices can be operated in h-We also observed 

that the devices exhibit random telegraph noise when applying a constant bias, which 

produces stochastic switching between different states by consuming very low energy. 

These behaviours are interesting in the field of data encryption, as they could be 

exploited to construct physical unclonable functions and true random number generators 

directly on silicon wafers containing complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 

circuits.  

 

1. Introduction 

 

Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials have exhibited outstanding physical, 

chemical, mechanical, electrical, optical and magnetic properties, which have been used 

for a wide range of applications. Among them, the fabrication of solid-state 

microelectronic devices and circuits made of 2D materials has attracted much attention, 
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as it may be a solution to produce advanced electronic devices and circuits beyond the 

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. However, most 2D 

materials based electronic devices consist on prototypes fabricated using methods that 

are not compatible with wafer-scale circuital technologies, such as mechanical 

exfoliation of small crystals. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a scalable method to 

produce large-area 2D materials; however, CVD method requires the use of high 

temperatures >800 ºC, which impedes the direct growth of the 2D material on wafers 

containing complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits. This 

represents an important complication to the fabrication process, as it makes necessary 

the use of a delicate process to transfer the 2D material from the wafer used for the 

growth to the target wafer. During this his process, which is time-consuming, the 

CVD-grown 2D materials get normally contaminated and cracked.  

Liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) is an inexpensive method to produce large amounts 

of few-nanometer-thick and few-micrometer-long sheets of different 2D layered 

materials, and it consists on the use of an ultrasonic bath to exfoliate sheets from small 

crystals —this is possible because the van der Waals forces that make the 2D planes 

attach to each other in the crystals are much weaker than the in-plane covalent bonging. 

Moreover, 2D materials synthesized by LPE method can be deposited on any wafer at 

low temperature (by inkjet printing, screen printing and spray, among others) to pattern 

wires, electrodes, channels and other complex devices with irregular shapes. This 

method has been used to fabricate a plethora of solid-state microelectronic devices, 

including transistors, photodetectors, capacitors, solar cells and light emitting diodes 

(among others).  

Memristors are emerging devices that are being commercialized as non-volatile 

memory (with a growing market size), and that have exhibited huge potential for data 

computation, encryption and radio-frequency communication. Memristors made of 2D 

materials have shown interesting performance beyond flexibility and transparency, such 

as coexistence of volatile and non-volatile switching, controllable potentiation and 

depression, ultra-low power consumption, and high thermal stability. However, few 

studies reported 2D-materials-based memristors made by LPE method. However, in all 

these prototypes the dielectrics used (e.g. graphene oxide, MoS2, BP) are not very good 

electrical insulators, which results in low endurance and short retention times. On the 

contrary, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) has a higher bandgap of ~6 eV and has 
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exhibited low leakage currents under polarization, which has been used to fabricate 

high-performance memristors using CVD method.  

In this work, we have formulated printable h-BN inks from 2D crystals and 

afterward produced memristors with Ag/h-BN/Pt and Ag/h-BN/Ag structure 

(top-to-down) entirely by inkjet-printing. The devices show a high device-to-device 

variability of the initial resistance and forming voltage, as well as a high cycle-to-cycle 

variability of the state resistances. These electrical features, combined with a high 

reliability and simple low-temperature fabrication could enable the use of h-BN 

memristors for data encryption circuits.  

 

2. Results and discussion 

 

Figure 1a shows the photograph of the h-BN ink, which consists on a carboxy 

metyl cellulose solution containing the h-BN nanoflakes; it shows a characteristic 

whitish colour. Figure 1b shows the top-view scanning electron microscopy image of an 

Ag/h-BN/Pt memristor as fabricated on a 300 nm SiO2/Si wafer. The h-BN nanoflakes 

form a continuous film with a thickness of ~250 nm and a surface roughness of 5.6 nm, 

as demonstrated via cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (Figure 1d) and 

top-view atomic force microscopy (Figure 1c), respectively. Cross-sectional 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the Ag/h-BN/Pt devices reveal that 

the crystalline structure of the h-BN nanoflakes is excellent (see Figure 1e-f and 

Supplementary Figures 1-2), and that their thickness fluctuates between 5 and 15 nm, 

which corresponds to 15 to 45 layers — one monolayer of h-BN is around 0.33 nm 

thick). Top-view TEM inspection of the flakes on a microperforated copper grid reveals 

that the average lateral length is ~210 nm. The good crystal quality of the h-BN flakes 

was further confirmed via Raman spectroscopy. 

We investigate the switching voltages and state currents of the all the devices by 

applying sequences of ramped voltage stresses (RVS) and plotting the current versus 

voltage (I-V), and we test the reproducibility and the cycle-to-cycle variability of the 

switching by applying voltage list stresses (VLS) and pulsed voltage stresses (PVS). 

Constant voltage stresses (CVS) are also applied to test the retention time at a given 

voltage at room temperature and 85 ºC — this is the typical temperature at which 

reliability tests are normally performed. The stresses are always applied on the top 

electrode of the memristors, keeping bottom electrode grounded.  
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During the first RVS the Ag/h-BN/Pt memristors are initially in HRS, and they 

transition to a LRS sharply as the voltage increases. The initial resistance and the 

dielectric breakdown voltage of the devices exhibits a very high device-to-device 

variability: from rom ~107 to ~1011 Ω and from ~0.4 to ~16 V (respectively, see Figure 

2a-b). This variability is related to the different structure of the devices, i.e., thickness 

fluctuations and formation of random junctions between the h-BN flakes, as well as 

different amounts of solvent present between the Pt and Ag electrodes. While this 

inherent behaviour is really bad for most memristive applications (memory, 

computation, communication), it can be exploited to fabricate physical unclonable 

functions, i.e., circuits in which multiple devices are in an unpredictable state, and that 

can be used as unclonable fingerprint within a system. The sharp current increase and it 

high nonlinearity suggest that the switching mechanism is filamentary, most probably 

due to the drift of Ag+ ions from the top Ag electrode into the h-BN film when this is 

positively biased. 

When positive and negative RVS are applied sequentially to the devices they 

exhibit correct non-volatile bipolar RS at high current limitations between 1 and 500 µA 

(see Figure 2c). When few RS cycles (<50) are measured via RVS the cycle-to-cycle 

variability of the state resistances are low (Figure 2d). However, when the devices are 

stressed using PVS the cycle-to-cycle variability of the state resistances remarkably 

increases, and it is remarkably higher in HRS (Figure 2e). The devices programmed to 

LRS tend to self-switch back to the HRS (i.e., recover) after some time if the bias is 

reduced below 0.1V, and the higher the resistance of the LRS the longer the recovery 

time (see Figure 2f). These observations further indicates that the RS mechanism is 

filamentary, and it is consistent with the diffusive nature of the Ag+ ions penetrating into 

the dielectric (in our case LPE h-BN). 

When the current limitation is reduced below 1 µA, the devices exhibit volatile 

unipolar RS, also known as threshold-type (Figure 3a-d). This switching behaviour is 

very reproducible in all devices analysed, and in some devices it can reach high 

switching endurances up to 0.6 million cycles (see Figure 3e) — this is the highest 

endurance ever reported for any memristor fabricated by LPE method. This behaviour 

could be exploited to fabricate electronic neurons for artificial neural networks. At this 

volatile unipolar regime we also find a good source of randomness when applying CVS, 

which consists on random fluctuations of the current across the Ag/h-BN/Pt memristor 

between different stable states (see Figure 4). This type of behaviour is known as 
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random telegraph noise (RTN), and it could be employed to fabricate true random 

number generators (TRNG) for one time password generation and data encryption. This 

behaviour is related to the trapping and de-trapping of electrons at the local defects in 

the dielectric, a behaviour that should take place at the junctions between the h-BN 

nanoflakes, as these are defect free (see Figure 1e). The advantage of stochastic RTN 

(Figure 4) compared to stochastic resistive switching (Figure 2e) is the lower energy 

consumption because the currents never exceed the nanoampere regime (no filament is 

formed and disrupted in every transition). However, the ratio between the resistance 

states is much lower (~2), which complicates the hardware necessary to identify the 

state. 

The randomness of the RS behaviour in LPE h-BN memristors could be enhanced 

by using a bottom Ag electrode.  

The fully-printed Ag/h-BN/Ag devices also exhibit stable non-volatile bipolar RS 

when applying sequences of RVS, but the cycle-to-cycle variability of the resistance in 

each state is much higher than in the Ag/h-BN/Pt devices (see Figure 5a). One genuine 

feature of these devices is that they never produce failure by getting stuck in one of the 

resistive states, but they simply show random fluctuations of the conductance from one 

cycle to another. This can be better observed in LVS stresses (see Figure 5b-d).  
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Figure 1. (a) Photo of liquid exfoliated h-BN ink. (b) SEM image of a single h-BN 

memristor. AFM (c), SEM (f) and (XTEM) images of inkjet printed h-BN thin films. 
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Figure 2. (a) Device starts from initial LRS, which could be Ag penetration into h-BN 

layer due to high T. Typical curing temperature for Ag ink is 100 oC. (b) I-V curves 

displaying 200 cycles bipolar RS stressed by RVS mode with different current 

limitation on the same device. (c) Replot (b) in log-log scale. Quantum point conduction 

black dash line is drawn for reference. (d) Statistical analysis of set/reset voltages of 

different CL in (b). The set/reset voltage can be seperated into two groups, purple & 

green, and red & blue, which is agreement with the seperation above and below the 

QPC line in (c). (e) The distribution of the resistance read at 0.1 V using different 

current limitation. (f) Box plot of resistance vs. current limitation. In this figure, same 

color shares the same current limitation.  
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Figure 4. Endurance and retention test. Resistance versus cycle (a) and cumulative 

probability versus resistance plots (b) obtained under 0.1 V read voltage using VLS 

mode with delay 1s. 1 mA CL is applied during the set process. Set voltage varies from 

0.4 to 0.8 V. Reset voltage varies from -0.4 to -0.5 V. Retention test measured with 

constant voltage stress 0.1 V. (c) First we set the device to LRS with different current 

limitation (CL), then we applied constant voltage stress 0.1 V to do the retention. (d) Set 

with current limitation 1 mA. Retention test read at 0.1 V 85 oC of LRS after set at 1 

mA (orange line) and of HRS after reset in RVS mode (black line). 
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Figure 5. (a) RTN signal read at 0.1 V with time interveral 10 ms generated by two 

defects, resulting in three descrete levels. (b) Corresponding histrogram representation 

showing three main states revealed by three peaks with a Kernel Smooth fitting. (c) 

Corresponding time-lag plot representation.  
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Figure 6. First 100 I-V curves shows bipolar switching between HRS and LRS (a) and 

the last 60 I-V curves shows bipolar switching between intermidiate HRS and LRS (b). 

(c) Resistance versus cycle plot showing the trends from (a) to (b). (d) More states are 

revealed by resistance vs cycles plot by using VLS mode. It is replotted in histogram 

plot (e), which shares the same y axis. The relatively stable states are the peaks 

highlighted by the arrows. It is interesting to see each state has a similar separation of 

one order of magnitude. 
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Appendix E: Home made 1T1M pretest 

After the above work on the three resistance state memristor of graphene hexagonal 

boron nitride graphene van der Waals structure is completed satisfactorily. In order to 

solve the current overshoot problem of memristor in the setting process (even if the 

limiting current is applied) and move towards the development direction of practical 

industrialization, I continue to try to build 1t1r memory array. The grid voltage can 

control the current flowing through the source drain and memristor, so as to effectively 

control the current limiting level from the circuit. 

A normal source / measurement unit instrument for semiconductor parameter 

analysis needs about 100-500 μ S to really reach the level of limiting current [1]. When 

the current in the high resistance state increases to the low resistance state 

instantaneously under the set voltage, the instrument needs 100-500 even if the limiting 

current is applied μ S, during which the actual current may be one order of magnitude 

higher than the limiting current, that is, the so-called overshoot phenomenon. The 

research group of teacher Zhou Peng of Fudan University used an oscilloscope to 

observe in situ and found that μ Under the current limit of a, the overshoot will reach 

Ma level [2]. The experiment also proves that 1t1r architecture has higher reliability 

than 1R architecture. In the future integrated circuit level architecture, 1R arrays can be 

constructed, but a transistor is integrated at the end of each word line and bit line to 

realize 1t multi r arrays, so as to achieve lower energy consumption and higher work 

efficiency. 

In this experiment, I try to construct a full two-dimensional material based 1t1r 

structure, in which graphene will be used as the channel material of the transistor, and 

h-BN will be used as the gate insulation layer of the transistor and the resistive layer of 

the memristor. However, untreated graphene based transistors show high conductivity 

and almost negligible switching ratio. In the follow-up work, the more traditional but 

mature channel semiconductor material indium tin oxide (izgo) [3] is used to ensure the 

normal operation of the device, and then continue to try the full two-dimensional 

material-based device. 

 

5.2 design and preliminary physical implementation of 1t1r optical mask 

Figure 5.1 is the design diagram of the lithography mask designed by me for patterning 

1t1r storage array architecture, in which the light blue frame is the memristor with 
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intersection structure, and the pink pattern is the top electrode; The device in the red box 

is the top gate transistor, the blue pattern is the source drain electrode, the gray pattern is 

the gate electrode, and the green pattern is the channel material of the transistor. There 

are four patterns in a set of templates for patterning different parts in 1t1r structure. In 

the process of mask design, pay attention to the linewidth that can be achieved by 

laboratory instruments and the optical registration between different masks, so as to 

avoid the problem of short circuit in the actual preparation of devices. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 lithography mask design of 1t1r storage array architecture. In the red box is 

the 1t transistor part, and in the blue box is the 1R memristor resistance transformer. 

The actual preparation process is shown in Fig. 5.2. Firstly, a 300 nm SiO2 / Si 

substrate (Fig. 5.2a) is prepared, and then a piece of multilayer h-BN prepared by wet 

transfer CVD method is used as the substrate of the whole architecture (Fig. 5.2b), so as 

to obtain better roughness and reduce the electron scattering of graphene channel 

material. In the third step, a piece of multilayer graphene prepared by CVD method is 

transferred by wet method as channel material (Fig. 5.2c). In the fourth step, the source 

drain electrode is synchronously patterned and evaporated by photolithography and 

electron beam evaporation (Fig. 5.2d). In the fifth, sixth and seventh steps, I patterned 

the channel material graphene by photoresist negative glue and oxygen plasma etching 

to quantify the channel width. In step 8, a piece of multi-layer h-BN is transferred by 

wet transfer as the gate insulation layer of 1t part, and this layer h-BN will also be used 

as the resistive layer of 1R part. Finally, I photolithographed and evaporated the gate 
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electrode of 1t part and the top electrode of 1R part; These two electrodes can be 

obtained step by step, that is, different metal materials can be evaporated to 1t gate 

electrode and 1R top electrode. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 detailed schematic diagram of step-by-step preparation of two-dimensional 

material based 1t1r framework. Among them, dark blue is SiO2 / Si substrate, green is 

h-BN, light blue is multilayer graphene, gold is metal electrode, and red is negative 

photoresist used to pattern fossil graphene channel material. 

Figure 5.3a is the physical diagram of the 1t1r storage array architecture prepared by me. 

In the 1R part of the device, the structure is 50 nm Au / h-BN / 10 nm Ti / 40 nm Au 

(top); In the 1t part of the device, the channel material I selected is multilayer graphene, 

the source drain electrode and gate electrode materials are 50 nm Au, and the gate 

dielectric layer material is also h-BN. In mask design, the minimum linewidth is 3 μ m. 

In the actual preparation, the linewidth is increased to 4 μ m. This part also needs 
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further optimization. Figure 5.2b shows the electrical characterization of the transistor 

part. Firstly, under any gate voltage, the device shows a large current which is linear 

with the voltage, indicating that the graphene based transistor will not limit the current; 

In addition, different gate voltages have little effect on the switching of the device, 

indicating that the graphene based transistor will be able to apply different current limits 

to achieve the purpose of multi-state resistance. 

  

Figure 5.3 physical structure diagram of 1t1r architecture and electrical characterization 

of 1t part. (a) Optical micrograph of 1t1r device with multilayer graphene as channel 

material, h-BN as transistor gate dielectric and memristor resistive layer at the same 

time. The wrinkles indicate that the two-dimensional material has been successfully 

transferred. (b) Current voltage curve of 1t part between source and drain under 

different gate voltages. 

After the construction of graphene based transistors failed, I used izgo as the channel 

material and a simpler bottom gate structure. Figure 5.4A shows the structural diagram 

of 1t part with izgo as channel material. 1t part has current limiting function, and the 

gate voltage can adjust the current limiting value for multi state storage. Figure 5.4b 

shows that the switching current of the device can reach three orders of magnitude when 

the gate electrode changes from 0 V to 10 v. However, the saturation current needs to be 

further optimized according to the working current range of memristor. 
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Figure 5.4 (a) bottom gate transistor structure is used for 1t1r. Among them, yellow is 1t 

part of source drain electrode, green part is channel material igzo, and dark / lavender is 

SiO2 gate oxide and highly doped silicon gate electrode. (b) Source drain I-V curve 

under different gate voltages. 
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